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Abstract
The DELPHI detector located at LEP accelerator has been used to measure
multi-muon bundles originated from cosmic ray interactions. Two subdetectors
- Hadron Calorimeter and Time Projection Chamber, are used for this purpose.
The 1999 and 2000 data are analyzed over wide range of muon multiplicities.
The muon multiplicity distribution is compared with prediction of Monte-Carlo
simulation based on CORSIKA/QGSJET. The Monte-Carlo does not describe
the large multiplicity part of data. Even the extreme assumption on the cosmic
ray composition (pure iron nuclei) hardly predicts number of high multiplicity
events comparable with the data. The impact of QGSJET internal parameters
onto the result is also studied.
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1 Introduction
The presented thesis describes the analysis of cosmic multi-muon bundles detected
by DELPHI1 experiment at CERN. This detector situated at LEP2 collider 100m
underground allowed simultaneous detection of the e+e− interactions and the
measurements of cosmic ray muons penetrating deep under the Earth surface.
In the years 1996− 1997 DELHI hadron calorimeter (HCAL) was upgraded.
The installation of cathode readout improved granularity of this device to such
extent that it acquired properties of a simple tracking detector with large volume.
Interesting events with many almost parallel tracks were immediately observed.
It was clear that they consisted of muons produced in cosmic ray showers.
In the year 1998 cosmic ray trigger was tested to improve quality of observed
events. Running in parasitic mode to usual e+e− data taking we collected during
the years 1999 and 2000 cosmic ray events equivalent to 1.6 106 s of live time.
Even though the detector capabilities are limited and the amount of data is just
a fraction of what is collected at dedicated cosmic ray experiments, some conclu-
sions can be drawn about the models used to describe interactions of particles in
the cosmic ray shower.
Signals from cathode readout of hadron calorimeter and partly data from
time projection chamber (TPC) are used to reconstruct these events. Muon
multiplicity distributions are estimated. The aim of the work is to compare the
measured distributions with the predictions of Monte Carlo simulations of cosmic
ray showers.
Simulations with CORSIKA program [1] (model used to describe the evolu-
tion of cosmic ray showers in the atmosphere) are performed. QGSJET model
[2] is used to simulate high energy interactions of hadrons during the shower
development. Passage of muons through the rock above DELPHI as well as de-
tector response are simulated in details. The impact of modification of QGSJET
parameters on the multiplicity distributions is also checked.
It was found that the simulations hardly predict comparable number of medium
and high multiplicity events with respect to the data, even if only the very heavy
(iron) cosmic primaries are assumed. It is likely that the problems originate in
the interaction model which underestimates production of muons. The results
with modified parameters of QGSJET somewhat improves consistency of the
simulation with the data.
Results of this thesis were reported at several conferences and published
1DEtector with Lepton Photon and Hadron Identification
2Large Electron Positron collider
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in conference proceedings, e.g.: “Very High Energy Cosmic Ray Interactions”,
Geneva 2002, [3] (preliminary report), “International Conference of High Energy
Physics”, Amsterdam 2002 [4] (joint presentation of DELPHI and L3+C) and
“Epiphany Conference on Astroparticle Physics”, Krakow 2004, [5].
• Chapter 2 - Cosmic rays
This chapter provides introduction into the field of astroparticle and cosmic
ray physics. After some historical remarks, the energy spectra and cosmic
ray composition are presented. Basic facts about physics of atmospheric
showers and various experimental techniques of their detection are reviewed.
The importance of computer simulations of particle processes during the
shower development is discussed.
• Chapter 3 - Detection of cosmic muon bundles at DELPHI
It gives some basic information about the detector design. Sub-detectors
used to detect comic rays are described in more details. The trigger as well
as reconstruction of the multi-muon bundles are outlined.
• Chapter 4 - Delphi data
In this chapter, it is explained how we select the data samples. It shows
the measured multiplicity spectra from HCAL and TPC. The distribution
of sidereal time for detected events is studied in order to check possible
signatures of point sources. The sky plot of selected events is presented.
• Chapter 5 - Simulation.
This chapter describes the chain of simulation programs used in the anal-
ysis: CORSIKA → rock simulation → detector response. Various aspects
of the analysis are discussed: choice of the simulation area, stability of re-
construction, etc. Finally the predicted multiplicity distributions are shown
with two different types of primary cosmic particles (proton and iron nuclei).
The distributions are given separately in different contributing intervals of
the primary energy.
• Chapter 6 - Results
The simulated distributions are compared to the data. The aspect of
hadron-hadron interaction models is further studied and the model with
modified interaction parameters is tested. The results are given also in
case of this modification. Sources of various errors are described and their
impact on the final result is investigated. Finally the consistency of the
simulations with the data is discussed and the conclusions are drawn.
• Chapter 7 - Conclusions
It provides brief recapitulation of the studied problematics.
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2 Cosmic Rays
2.1 Brief history of cosmic rays and particle
physics
History of cosmic rays was preceded by discovery in the field of particle and
nuclear physics. It starts with the finding of “cathode” rays by W. Crookes in
1879. It was lately shown by J. J. Thompson that they consist of particles with
the mass/charge ratio much less than that of the hydrogen atom. Measuring the
charge of cathode rays it was established, that the mass of the first elementary
particle has to be about 1/1000 of the mass of the hydrogen atom. The history
continued in 1895 by Ro¨ntgen’s discovery of X-rays emitted from the Crookes
tube. About ten years later C. G. Barkla found the evidence of X-rays polariza-
tion, consequently it was possible to associate X-rays with the electromagnetic
radiation. In 1896 H. Becquerel discovered the natural radioactivity by observing
that his photographic plates darken when exposed to uranium. Systematic works
of E. Rutherford established that there are at least two components of radiation,
α and β that differ by their penetrative power. It was quickly shown that the β
radiation consists of Crookes electrons, while the today picture of α radioactivity
( the helium nuclei ) was adjusted only ten years later. In 1900 P. Villard added
γ rays to the list of known radiation types.
The existence of cosmic rays as the extraterrestrial radioactivity was first
suggested by C.T.R. Wilson [6] in 1900. At that time it was observed that elec-
troscopes discharge even when kept away from radioactive sources. E. Rutherford
argued that the slow discharge can be still caused by the natural radiation from
the rock or contamination of vessels. The idea of the extraterrestrial radiation
was dropped for about ten following years.
In order to check the level of natural radiation T. Wulf measured the ion-
ization power at the foot and at the top of the Eiffel Tower. It was expected
that even the most penetrating radiation - γ rays would decrease to negligible
level at the top of the Tower, 330 m above the Earth surface. To Wulf’s big
surprise the ionization intensity at the top was reduced only by a factor of two
when compared to measurements on the ground level. The idea of measuring the
ionization intensity above the Earth surface continued with balloon experiments
performed by A. Gockel during 1910 and 1911. He found that the radiation did
not decrease with altitude, however his results were not fully conclusive due to
various experimental problems.
The year 1912 is usually considered as the year of discovery of cosmic rays.
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V.F. Hess [7] and later W. Kolho¨rster [8] performed dedicated balloon flights in
order to explore the behavior of ionization power with the increasing altitude.
The Kolho¨sters flights reached the impressive 9 km height. It was Hess, who
observed for the first time the ionization increase1 with increasing altitudes and
quickly explained his results “. . . by the assumption that a radiation of
very high penetrating power enters the atmosphere from above, and
still produces in the lower layers a part of the ionization observed . . . ”
(V. Hess 1912).
Thus the existence of extraterrestrial radiation was established. Later in 1925
R.A. Millikan introduced the term “cosmic rays”, which is still used in our days.
The cosmic rays were believed to consist of γ-radiation, however experimental
results of Clay, Compton and Jonson [10], in 1930’s showed that part of the
cosmic rays could be deflected in the Earth magnetic field and thus they had to
consist of charged particles, too.
Starting from 1929 when D. V. Skobelstyn recorded his first cloud chamber
pictures, the cosmic rays studies became the excellent tool for exploring the world
of elementary particles. Skobelstyn found, that some of the observed tracks hardly
bent in a magnetic field, and misinterpreted them as the Compton electrons pro-
duced from ultra energetic gamma rays. With our current knowledge he was the
first one who observed muons. Skobelstyn’s works were followed by Anderson’s
major discovery of positron in 1930 [11]. The discovery helped to put the Dirac’s
theory of relativistic quantum mechanic on solid experimental basis. This theory
interprets the negative energy solutions of Dirac equation as anti-particles. Thus
it was concluded, that the observed positron is the anti-particle to the electron.
Later the concept of electromagnetic cascades was developed, and the history
moved towards the discovery of the Extensive Air Showers (EAS) by Schmeiser,
Bothe, Ko¨lhorster and Auger [12, 13, 14].
Anderson also observed the same effect as Skobelstyn, i.e. tracks that were
bent in magnetic field much less than electrons. In 1939 Anderson and S. Neder-
mayer were able to estimate the mass of the particles and announce the discovery
of “mesotron” with mass about 200 times the electron mass. In today’s terms
these particles are called muons - µ. However, at the time of mesotron discovery
the experiment coincided with the Yukawa’s theory of strong force. In this theory
Yukawa estimated the mass of strong force mediators to be about 250 times of
the electron mass, i.e. close to the value measured by Anderson. Consequently it
was natural to interpret mesotrns as Yukawa particles. In fact, particles proposed
by Yukawa are pions - π±, π0 and not muons, but the pion was discovered only
in 1947.
1The ionization increase at high altitudes was observed for the first time in the balloon called
“Bohemia” which started its fly in the Czech town U´st´ı nad Labem, [7, 9].
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After the World War II, the history of particle physics foundation continued
again with cosmic rays studies. G. Rochester and C. Butler observed in their
cloud chamber so called “V” tracks and interpreted them as the decay of yet
unknown particles. Later these “V” tracks became to be known as “strange”
particles. They were produced in strong interactions, but because of their long
life time, it was expected, that they decay via weak interaction, hence origin of
the word “strange”. Today the observed particles are known as K±, K0 and they
have mass about half of mass of the proton. However, one particle observed at
that time - Λ has mass larger than the mass of the proton.
History continued with the development of emulsion chambers by C.F. Pow-
ell. This new device improved the position resolution to unprecedented accuracy.
The first experimental result of major importance obtained by emulsion chambers
was the pion discovery. Next particles discovered in cosmic rays were Ξ−, Σ+
in 1952 and 1953, respectively. The year 1953 is the year, when the accelerator
experiments started to play the most important role in the particle physics re-
search. Accelerator beams, contrary to cosmic rays, have of course the important
advantage of known initial conditions. However, cosmic rays continued to be of
great interest especially in the field of the neutrino physics. Nowadays cosmic
rays of ultra-high energies again enter the stage of the most important physical
and cosmological issues as will be briefly discussed in the next section.
It should be said for completeness, that many more particles had been ob-
served during 1950s and 1960s by the accelerator experiments. The nice and
comprehensive review of major experimental discoveries at that time can be found
in [15].
By introducing the quark model, the large number of observed hadrons was
reduced to only 6 quarks grouped together with elementary leptons into 3 genera-
tions of fundamental particles, see Tab 2.1. All natural materials occurring at the
Earth are composed from fundamental objects of the first generation. In fact, the
c and b hadrons were observed during 1970s [16, 17, 18] and the t quark was dis-
covered only in 1995 [20, 19]. The discovery of electron neutrinos by Reines and
Cowan is dated to 1953 and in 1962 Lederman, Schwartz and Steinberger showed
that there are actually two neutrino types: electron (νe) and muon neutrino (νµ).
The τ lepton enters the scene in 1975 when it was discovered by M. Perl from
MARK I collaboration [21]. The existence of the last neutrino specie (ντ ) was
experimentally demonstrated only in 2001 by DONUT collaboration [22].
Recently neutrino physics became vivid field, where particle and cosmic ray
physics meet together to answer important questions such as: Are neutrinos
massive particles? Do they oscillate? The pioneering experiment was mounted
and instrumented in 1968 in Homestake Mine by R. Davis [23]. He was able
to detect electron neutrinos originated in the Sun. Surprisingly the observed
rate was about 1/3 of what was expected from the solar model. The deficit of
7
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fermion’s generations




















electroweak interaction strong interaction
γ, W±, Z0 g
Table 2.1: Three generation of elementary fermions and the list of intermediate
bosons representing different interactions described by the Standard Model.
solar neutrinos was later observed also by other experiments. The most probable
consequence and the leading interpretation of this observation is that the electron
neutrinos partially oscillate into muon and/or tau neutrinos during their path
from the Sun to the Earth. The oscillation could be understood only if neutrino
mass eigenstates differ from eigenstates of weak interaction. In these terms the
oscillation hypothesis directly requires massive neutrinos.
The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO), which is the most recent solar
neutrino detector, provides a unique measurement of solar neutrino flux in three
detection channels. Two of these channels (νe + d → p + p + e
− and νx +
e− → νx+ e
−) are sensitive mainly to electron neutrinos, while the third channel
(νx + d → p + n + νx) is equally sensitive to all neutrino species. This allows
the experimentalists to study neutrino oscillations without the assumption of
the solar model validity. Their results, [24], are in perfect agreement with the
oscillation hypothesis. Moreover they agree with the solar theory because the
total rate in all neutrino flavors is the same as the prediction of the standard
solar model.
The large amount of electron and muon neutrinos is produced also in the atmo-
sphere as a by-product of cosmic ray interactions. These neutrinos are extensively
studied and the rate of neutrino species is compared with the theoretical models.
Results again suggest the oscillation hypothesis. Furthermore SuperKamioka-
nde results [25] show oscillation pattern in the angular dependence of the muon
neutrino flux.
Interactions between elementary particles were described in the framework of
the gauge field theory called the “Standard Model”. This model provides unifica-
tion of electromagnetic and weak force by introducing four electroweak mediators
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γ, W±, Z0 as well as it describes the strong force via the gluon exchange in the
so-called Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD). The existence of all intermediate
bosons listed in Tab. 2.1 has been confirmed experimentally. The so-called Higs
boson is the only remaining undiscovered ingredient of Standard Model. This
particle is supposed to be responsible for endowing mass to the other particles.
Although the Standard Model is well confirmed theory in many aspects, it is
in fact an effective tool to describe particle interactions up to energy scale of the
order of ∼ TeV . It is believed that at higher energies new phenomena will appear.
One possible theory dealing with this new physics is the theory of supersymmetry
(SUSY). Each fundamental particle is connected to its superpartner via this new
type of symmetry, fermions to bosons and boosns to fermions. Consequently,
many new, yet undiscovered particles are introduced. Certain SUSY models
conserve so called “super-charge”. In practice it means that decays of super-
particles have to produce another super-particle. Consequently the lightest super-
particle should be stable in these models.
This Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) is according to many cosmol-
ogists a suitable candidate for dark matter in the Universe. This is again the
field where particle physics could be studied by cosmic ray experiments. Cold
dark matter (such as LSP) can scatter and thus decelerate in dense regions in the
Universe and it can be gravitationally captured by massive objects such as stars
or planets. Detectors like e.g. Amanda [26], Antares [27] or Nestor [28] have the
ability to search for LSP anihilations to neutrinos in the Earth or Sun centers.
2.2 Cosmic ray energy spectrum and composi-
tion
Cosmic rays are bombarding the Earth surface with rather high frequency (∼
1 m−2s−1 with E > 10 GeV ). Their energies extend over more than 12 magni-
tudes as shown in Fig. 2.1. The flux of cosmic particles is steeply falling with
increasing energy. While the cosmic primaries can be observed directly by balloon
or satellite experiments up to the energy of about 1014 eV , for studying higher
energies the large surface or underground detector arrays are needed in order to
accumulate enough statistics in reasonable time scale. However, these detector
devices do not measure primary particles themselves but they register products
of cosmic ray shower evolving in the atmosphere.
The energy spectrum of cosmic rays can be approximately described by single
power-law dependency up to the energy of about 1015 eV . Between 1015 eV and
1018.5 eV the spectrum is steeper, as better seen from Fig. 2.2. Another change
in the slope is observed at the energy of about 1018.5 eV . These sudden changes
of spectral index at 1015 eV and 1018.5 eV are called the “knee” and the ”ankle”
9
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Figure 2.1: The energy spectrum of cosmic rays with energy ranges accessible
by various experiments. Picture is taken from [29], where the experiments are
referred to.
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Figure 2.2: The all-particle spectrum of cosmic rays. The picture is the modified
version of that from [30] available also at www.pdg.lbl.gov/2002/fig9 02.eps.
The energy spectrum dN/dE is multiplied by E2.7 (E in GeV ) in order to em-
phasize the change of the power-law indices at certain energies, i.e. the presence
of the “knee” and the “ankle”. The JACEE data are taken from [31], Grigorov
[32], Thien Shan [33], MSU [34], Tibet [35], Akeno [36], HEGRA [37], CASA-MIA
[38], HIRES [39] and AGASA [40].
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respectively.
The electromagnetic component of primary cosmic rays (i.e. photons and
electrons) is believed to be negligible above 1GeV when compared to the hadronic
cosmic ray flux. The spectrum below about 10 GeV , i.e. the part not shown in
the Fig. 2.2, is strongly affected by solar modulation. The plasma wind emitted
from the Sun has intrinsic magnetic field, which deflects the low energy cosmic
rays. The intensity of the solar wind varies in about 11 year cycle affecting
the observed cosmic ray flux by a factor of 2 at 1 GeV and by about 10% at
10 GeV . The cosmic rays at these low energies are mostly protons. The relative
abundances at 2 GeV are: p(∼ 95.2%), He(∼ 4.5%) and CNO nuclei (∼ 0.3%).
The cosmic rays with energies below the knee are believed to be most likely
produced by the diffusive shock acceleration and by supernova explosions within
our Galaxy. However, no exact source has been localized so far. Some general re-
marks about particle acceleration are provided in Sec. 2.3. For detailed discussion
of the cosmic ray accelerators the interested reader is refereed to [41].
The knee appears as the kink of the spectral curve, characterized by a steep-
ening of the spectrum from E∼−2.75 to E∼−3.1. Several explanations of the knee
existence have been suggested. There are three perhaps most developed scenarios.
• A change of the propagation of galactic cosmic rays, corresponding to a
more rapid particle escape from the Galaxy [42].
• A change of the acceleration mechanism is directly responsible for the knee.
It is argued that the maximal energy of acceleration in supernova shock
fronts corresponds to the knee energy, e.g. [43].
• Presence of only one or few sources (supernovae) nearby the Earth. The
consequences of this assumption to the cosmic ray spectrum are developed
in [44].
In the first scenario the rigidity cut-off due to the galactic magnetic field is in-
volved:
pmax = ZeBL, (2.1)
where pmax is the maximum momentum of particles to circulate inside the Galaxy,
Ze is the particle charge, B is the mean magnetic field inside the Galaxy and L is
the characteristic galactic size. For momenta above pmax a rapid particle escape
out of the Galaxy is expected. In fact, for different cosmic ray nuclei, there
are different rigidity cut-offs depending on the particle charge. The larger the
charge Ze, the greater the maximal momentum pmax. The increased abundance
of heavier nuclei is thus expected at energies above the first rigidity cut-off (i.e.
above cut-off for the lightest component - p).
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The composition studies at the knee are of the large interest, however, no
definite conclusion has been drawn yet. Some results are even contradictory.
The estimation of the cosmic ray composition suffers from large systematic errors
mainly due to the uncertainty in Monte Carlo models describing the nucleus-
nucleus interactions during the air shower development. The detailed discussion
of this problem is provided in [46]. Fig. 2.3 demonstrates current status of the

















































































































Figure 2.3: Mean logarithm of the primary particle mass as a function of the
energy for selected cosmic ray experiments, compilation from [45].
The ankle at about 1018 eV is characterized by the hardening of the energy
spectrum. In the framework of the previous ideas, the confinement of cosmic
particles within our Galaxy is expected to end even for the heaviest nuclei. The
cosmic rays at these energies are thus believed to be of extra-galactic origin.
Recently, Ultra High Energy (UHE) cosmic rays (E > 1020 eV ) have become
the topic of the highest importance. Soon after the discovery of 2.7 K black body
relict radiation, it was pointed out by Greisen [47], Zatsepin and Kuzmin [48],
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that very high energy protons react with the relict microwave photons
p + γ2.7 K → ∆
+ → p + π0 ( n+ π+ ). (2.2)
The reaction threshold is about 6 1019 eV . The process (2.2) is often called
photo-disintegration. Below the threshold energy the proton attenuation length
is 1000 Mpc, while above the threshold it is reduced only to 20 Mpc. Similar
effect appears also for heavier nuclei.
If the UHE sources are extra-galactic, the distance between the source and
the Earth is much higher than 20 Mpc. Thus the primary particle has to pass
several subsequent interactions of the type (2.2) until it reaches the Earth. In
each of these interactions the energy of the incident particle is reduced, and the
process stops when the resulting energy drops bellow the threshold of photo-
disintegration. The effect is demonstrated in Fig. 2.4 where mean proton energy
is plotted as a function of propagation distance. An endpoint of the cosmic ray
spectrum is thus expected around 1020 eV . This end of the cosmic ray spectrum
is often called the GZK cut-off. Recent measurements by AGASA experiment
observed significant number of events above the GZK cut-off. If this observation
is confirmed, it would have important consequences. Several proposals have been
already suggested:
• bottom up scenario: the sources are close (in the astronomical sense) to the
Earth,
– e.g. nearby active galactic nuclei
– nearby gamma ray bursts
– jets of large radio galaxies, etc.
• top down scenario: decays of unknown exotic and very heavy particles,
decay of topological defects, etc.
If the bottom up scenario is correct, other theoretical problems occur. No current
astrophysical theory can explain particle acceleration to such high energies. If,
however, the top down scenario is the right one, the physics beyond the Standard
Model is needed to explain decays of unknown heavy particles.
However, recent measurements from the HiRes experiment, in contrast to
AGASA, are in agreement with expectation of the GZK cut-off. Experiments of
new generation are planed or already under construction ( EUSO and AUGER
respectively). So hopefully the near future will shed more light onto this exciting
field of UHE cosmic rays.
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.
Figure 2.4: Mean energy of protons as a function of propagation distance in
case of 3 proton primary energies 1022, 1021, 1020 eV . For reference see [49].
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2.3 Particle acceleration
Charged particles can accelerate directly in electric field (direct acceleration)
or they can gain energy via random scattering in magnetized plasma (Fermi
statistical acceleration).
In case of direct acceleration the electric field can be induced by time changing
magnetic field. This could be realized by rotation of some accretion disk or
magnetic neutron star. Direct acceleration cannot reproduce observed power law
spectrum. Consequently, it probably does not significantly contribute to the total
spectrum of cosmic rays. However, no definite conclusions are drawn yet and this
mechanism is still intensively studied.
In 1949 Fermi suggested statistical mechanism “according to which cosmic
rays are accelerated in interstellar space of the galaxy by collisions against moving
magnetic fields“ [50]. Schematic picture of Fermi idea is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Charged particle can either gain or lose energy in the scattering, however, it
could be shown (e.g. [51]) that on average there is net energy gain < ∆E >:




where E is the initial energy of particle and β is the plasma velocity with respect




Figure 2.5: Fermi original idea: charged particle scatters inside the cloud of
magnetized plasma
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It is assumed, that the scatterings inside the cloud are caused by magnetic
field only and therefore they are elastic. Scatterings on magnetic field play similar
role as diffusion of ink droplets inside glass of water. In the rest frame of moving
gas, the entering particles randomize momenta inside the cloud volume with equal
probability to escape in any direction. Going back to the laboratory frame, the
“average” motion of particle becomes to coincide with the gas motion. While some
particles can be decelerated, on “average” the particles are boosted (accelerated).
Fermi mechanism predicts differential power law spectrum
N(E0 < E < E0 + dE) ∼ E
−α .
However, parameter α turned out to be much larger than what is measured.
Moreover, there is another argument, why this type of acceleration cannot repro-
duce measured rate of cosmic rays. Cloud velocity β appears in second power in
Eq. 2.3. While β is essentially small in case of interstellar plasma clouds, the
acceleration is too inefficient.
Because of factor β2, Fermi original idea is often called second order Fermi
acceleration.
First order Fermi acceleration
It was shown (e.g. [52]) that the Fermi idea can be modified in order to describe
more powerful acceleration which takes place in supernovae shocks.
Ejected material from supernova propagates to the interstellar medium with
rather high velocity of the order of 104 km s−1. This is 4 orders of magnitude
higher than the sound speed in interstellar medium. The strong wave propagates
with velocity −~u1 and the shocked gas flows away from the shock front with
velocity ~u2. The situation is demonstrated in Fig. 2.6.
The significant advantage of this modified mechanism is that the plane ge-
ometry ensures the energy gain in any incoming and out-coming direction. It
furthermore improves dependency of the average energy gain < ∆E > on the gas
velocity β = (u1 − u2)/c:




Factor β appears in Eq. 2.4 only in first power. Consequently the mechanism is
much more efficient.
When combined with model of cosmic ray propagation, it could be shown
that the first order Fermi mechanism predicts power law spectrum. Contrary to
Fermi original scheme, the power law index α is now consistent with observations
α ∼ 2.7.
The acceleration in supernova remnants is limited only to energies smaller
than ∼ 1015 eV . Above this energy the magnetic field is just not able to confine
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−u1 V=−u + u21
Figure 2.6: Plane shock front accelerates the cosmic ray particle.
particles within the acceleration volume for sufficiently large time. This energy
roughly coincides with the knee in cosmic ray spectrum. Consequently it is a
possible explanation of the spectrum steepening at the knee. More energetic
particles have to be produced by different sources outside our Galaxy (like active
galactic nuclei, lobes in radio galaxies, etc.).
Hillas condition
Independently on the acceleration mechanism, simple argument can be used in
order to express upper bound of energy which can be reached in acceleration
process. Suppose a region of acceleration with characteristic dimension R and
magnetic field B. The idea is that charged particle can be accelerated inside such
region up to the energy, where the Larmour radius rg reaches critical value R/2,
i.e. 2rg < R. Taking into account characteristic velocity β of scattering centers





The formula can be expressed in terms of so called Hillas plot which is given
in Fig. 2.7. It shows a simple idea that to accelerate charged particles to high
energies either large magnetic fields or large sources of acceleration are necessary.
Various candidates of cosmic accelerators are placed in the plot: neutron stars,
white dwarfs (both are representants of direct acceleration), supernova remnants
(SNR), active galactic nuclei (AGN), lobes of radio galaxies, colliding galaxies,
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etc. The higher the up-right position of the spot in the plot, the higher energies
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Figure 2.7: The Hillas diagram. Magnetic field strengths and characteristic
dimensions are plotted for various candidate sources of accelerated particles. Only
objects above the diagonal lines can accelerate particles to 1020 eV . Lines are
given for two primaries (proton, iron) and for different velocities β of magnetic
scattering centers. The meanings of abbreviations are given in the text. Picture
comes from [54].
2.4 Atmospheric showers
If the high energy particle enters the upper atmosphere, it interacts with an air
nucleus and generates the atmospheric shower, Fig. 2.8. The process creates
number of secondaries moving almost at the same direction as the impinging
particle. Each of these secondary particles can interact again with the air nucleus
and unstable particles can also decay. The process repeatedly continues until the
energy of generated secondaries drops below the threshold for particle production.
If the particle energy is less than certain threshold, the energy only continuously
decreases by radiative processes such as the ionization. Consequently, some of the
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particles can even stop in the atmosphere transforming all their energy into the
ionization electrons. Thus, each shower has certain atmospheric depth where the
number of particles reaches its maximum. Three components, hadronic, muonic
and electromagnetic, are created in each shower.
.
primary particle




























Figure 2.8: Schematic view of an air shower with separated hadronic, muonic
and electromagnetic component.
The lateral extension of the shower is increasing function of the atmospheric
depth2. This is mainly due to Coulomb scattering of the electromagnetic com-
ponent. In addition, however to smaller extent, the opening angles of secondary
particles (as seen from the Earth reference frame) increase as the energy of inter-
acting particles decreases.
In the case of a hadronic primary, the strong interactions are involved in
collisions with the air nuclei. The generated hadronic component creates the core
2The atmospheric depth is decreasing function of the altitude, i.e. the zero atmospheric
depth corresponds to the most distant point of the atmosphere from the Earth surface
(see Sec. 2.6.6)
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of the shower. The decays of mesons from the hadronic core create leptons, which
then form the muonic and electromagnetic component.
The hadronic component consists of protons, neutrons, other baryons and
mesons, which are produced by the strong interaction of the incoming primary
particle and by further interactions. Produced hadrons can either re-interact
with another air nucleus or decay. In the case of interaction, a new sub-shower is
initiated at energies high enough. For lower energies of interacting hadron, the
disintegration of target nucleus occurs without creation of further hadron sub-
shower. At even smaller energies, the air nucleus can only excite and later emit
low energy γ ray. The muonic and electromagnetic component originate from
hadron decays into leptons .
If the primary particle energy is about 1014 eV or higher, the electromag-
netic part of the shower reaches the Earth surface and can be easily detected.
The main processes relevant for development and formation of the electromag-
netic shower are Compton scattering, bremsstrahlung and pair production. The
electromagnetic part has practically no penetrating power and thus cannot be
detected below the Earth surface.
The most penetrating part of the shower is the muonic component. Muons
are created mainly in π± or K± decays from the hadronic component. During
their passage through the atmosphere muons loose their energy primarily by ion-
ization, i.e. further muon interactions with the air nuclei do not play any impor-
tant role. The life time of muons is increased by the time dilatation, consequently
muons reach the ground and penetrate below the Earth surface as deep as their
energy allows3. Muons can be also produced by decays of charmed and beauty
particles. Since the charm mesons have very short lifetime, muons originating
from such decays are called “prompt” muons.
The charged particles with velocity larger than the velocity of light in the
atmosphere produce Cˇerenkov light. The Cˇerenkov photons are emitted in the
cone with the opening angle cos(Θ) = 1/nβ, where β is the particle velocity and
n the refractive index of the atmosphere.
To complete the list of important components and aspects of the cosmic ray
shower, the presence of fluoresce light has to be mentioned. It is caused mostly
by excitation of N2 molecules in the air by charged particles from the shower. As
a result, the ultraviolet scintillation light is subsequently emitted, contrary to the
Cˇerenkov light, isotropically into all directions.
In fact, the primary particle can be also high energy γ. Then, hadronic
and muonic components in the shower are suppressed, because processes like
γ + nucleus → hadrons (i.e. photo-production ) are less favorable than e+e−
pair production or bremsstrahlung. In addition, the µ+µ− pair production is
3Typical muon energy loss in the rock is about 2 GeV/m.
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suppressed (when compared to e+e− pair production) by a factor about 3 10−3.
Consequently, in the case of primary γ, the shower is dominated by the electro-
magnetic part. These significant differences between hadronic and photon shower
allow to distinguish them.
2.5 Air shower detectors
Depending on the measured component of the air shower, the cosmic ray detec-
tors can be divided into several types - extensive air shower arrays on surface,
Cˇerenkov, fluorescence telescopes and underground muon detectors,.
2.5.1 Extensive Air shower arrays
Surface arrays consist typically of large number of small detectors (1 − 10 m2).
These subdetectors are often scintilators equipped with photomultipliers. Part of
the array can consist of muon detectors (shielded scintilators can be the simplest
realization). Comparing the arrival times in distant detectors the shower direction
can be estimated. The total number of particles in the shower on the surface is
usually calculated on the event by event basis by fitting the particle densities to
the lateral distribution function4. The number of particles is correlated with the
primary particle energy.
AGASA experiment in Japan which covers area of about 100 km2 has been so
far the world largest array. Recently AUGER project in Argentina has surpassed
this record extension. The AUGER experiment will be finally operated with
rather impressive detection area of about 3000 km2.
2.5.2 Cˇerenkov telescopes
Typical Cˇerenkov telescope includes parabolic reflectors to collect light, photo-
tubes in the focal plane, and precise electronics to measure photoelectrons. These
devices are widely used in γ astronomy in TeV range, because they efficiently
allow experimentalists to distinguish between primary protons and gammas. The
key point is the different shower profile of γ and p induced showers. On the other
hand, the small opening angle makes these devices less efficient for detection of
high energy cosmic rays. The HEGRA Imaging Cerenkov Telescope is a nice
example of this measurement technique.
4The lateral distribution functions have been established by Nishimura and Kramata and
later parameterized by Greisen. The Greisen parameterization is known as the NKG formula
[55].
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2.5.3 Fluorescence telescopes
Fluorescence telescopes also consist of focusing mirrors and photodetectors in
the focal plane. Contrary to Cˇerenkov light, the fluorescence photons are emitted
isotropically. Since the air is an inefficient scintilator, the usage of the fluo-
rescence telescopes is limited only to showers with energies exceeding 1018 eV .
HiRes in the USA or AUGER constructed in Argentina are good examples of
the fluorescence method. In addition to the fluorescence measurement the Auger
experiment will provide surface array data as well. Combining two independent
experimental techniques (for the first time) the cross-calibration will be possible.
The significant disadvantage of fluorescence detectors is the fact, that they can
operate only during moon-less nights.
2.5.4 Underground muon detectors
Underground muon detectors vary much more than the surface arrays, because
they were usually built for different purposes. For example MACRO experiment
in Italy has been built for searches of monopoles, or FREJUS in France for the
proton decay studies. The LEP detectors were successful e+e− collider experi-
ments, allowing simultaneous detection of cosmic events as a by-product.
Sensitive detector can be muon chamber, photodetector to collect Cˇerenkov
light from (water) radiator, or (in the case of cosmic studies by LEP detectors)
Time Projection Chamber (TPC) or the hadron calorimeter.
The significant characteristic of an underground detector is the amount of
overburden under which the apparatus is situated. This parameter determines
the minimal energy of the muon on the Earth surface so that it can reach the
underground detector. This minimal energy varies from several tens of GeV (LEP
experiments) to the TeV range (MACRO). The underground location determines
also the observed muon rate as seen from Fig. 2.9.
The events appear in the detector as single or multi-muon events. A spectac-
ular multi-muon event as seen by Koral-Gold field, [57], is displayed in Fig. 2.10.
This experiment is the deepest underground detector (h = 6045 hg/cm2 water
equivalent) and it was originally designed for proton decay studies. The sensitive
units are proportional counters. The multiplicity ∼ 20 within the area 6×6m2 for
this particular event corresponds to the primary particle energy about 1018 eV .
This rare event is one of the most energetic events ever observed by the muon
underground detectors.
Muon detectors situated underground probe different properties of the incom-
ing shower when compared to surface arrays. Hard muon component originates
from first interactions at high altitudes above the Earth surface. This fact is
demonstrated in Fig. 2.11, where the muon rate is plotted as a function of the
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generation from which the muon originates. Generation number 1 corresponds
to the first, primary interaction of a cosmic nucleus with the atmosphere. Any
interaction results in production of mesons like π±, K± that subsequently decay
in the thin air with high probability into detected muons.
The atmosphere works similarly as a calorimeter in an accelerator experiment.
While the surface arrays probe the last layer of that calorimeter, the underground
detectors effectively study the first layers, however, only in the hard muon com-
ponent. The information obtained from underground detectors is important for
understanding the shower at its origin and it is complementary to the information
obtained from the surface arrays.
Macro, 12 x 76 m
SOUDAN, 8 x 16 m















Figure 2.9: The vertical muon intensity as a function of underground depth. The
underground location of several experiments is marked by the arrows. Picture is
taken from [56] and it represents fit through various experimental measurements.
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6 m
6.5 m
Figure 2.10: Spectacular multi TeV event from Koral Gold field experiment,
[57]. About 20 muons are in the detector.
Generation
p Fe
Figure 2.11: Muon rate as a function of generation from which muons originate.
Showers with energy 1015 eV are plotted in case of proton and iron primary
particle. The result is displayed for two imaginary detectors with different energy
cutoffs for vertical muons, pCUT = 70 GeV, 1 TeV . Histograms are normalized
to the total number of events in the case of 70 GeV cutoff. The 1 TeV result is
multiplied by 60 to be visible when compared to 70 GeV result.
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2.6 Simulation of Extensive Air Showers
The analysis and interpretation of EAS data requires a detailed modeling of a
number of processes that occur during the shower evolution. Detailed Monte
Carlo calculations are usually used for this purpose. Present knowledge of high
energy strong and electroweak interactions has to be taken into account in the
simulation code. The most common tool used for simulations of EAS is CORSIKA
[1] simulation package originally developed for analysis of KASCADE experimen-
tal data. The abbreviation KASCADE stands for KArlsruhe Shower Core and
Array DEtector. This experiment is a unique tool for analyzing cosmic ray show-
ers between 1014 − 1017 eV [58]. It is able to measure electromagnetic, muonic
[59] as well as hadronic [60] component of the shower.
Since CORSIKA program is used also in this work, a brief overview how
CORSIKA represents relevant physical process is given in next sections. For
more detailed description the reference [1] is recommended.
2.6.1 Hadronic interactions
Hadronic interactions in CORSIKA are described in two levels according to the
energy of hadronic collision. At energies higher than certain value, the interac-
tions are described by one of the models VENUS [61], QGSJET [2], DPMJET
[62], SIBYLL [63, 64] or HDPM [65]. If the interaction energy is less than 12 GeV
in Center of Mass System (CMS) of interacting hadrons, the GHEISHA [66] sub-
routines are called. The GHEISHA model has been used for many years by
accelerator physicists in various kinds of simulations. In principle also low energy
model should be optional like the high energy one. Currently FLUKA is tested
as replacement of GHEISHA.
Most of the hadronic interaction models ( VENUS, QGSJET, DPMJET,
HDPM ) at high energies are based on the Gribov-Rege theory considering single
or multiple pomeron exchanges. Pomerons are then cut to color strings, which
are later fragmented by a procedure similar to the Lund algorithm [67] used for
description of hadronization in collider experiments. The SIBYLL interaction
model has been essentially designed for the usage in EAS Monte Carlo programs.
It is not based on the Gribov-Rege theory. After the nucleon-nucleon collision,
the projectile and target particles fragment into quark-diquark or quark-antiquark
systems. The created color strings are then fragmented into observed hadrons in
the similar way as in the usual Lund algorithm. Models QGSJET, DPMJET,
HDPM and SIBYLL include minijet production as well. The minijet effects are
of increased importance at high energy. The VENUS model, which does not de-
scribe the minijet production at all, is thus recommended not to be used above
2 1016 eV .
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The nucleus-nucleus interactions are usually simulated using Glauber model,
where number of participating nucleons is determined geometrically assuming
Gaussian or Woods-Saxon distributions of nuclear density. The nuclear fragmen-
tation of non-interacting nucleons (spectators) is treated in two extreme ways,
either all spectators are taken as free nucleons (total fragmentation) or they are
kept together as one nucleus (no fragmentation). The effect of the chosen op-
tion does not influence the shower development too much, basically it was shown
that the effect is smeared out by shower fluctuations. However, there are more
advanced options in CORSIKA, where the spectators are kept together and the
excitation energy of the remaining nucleus is calculated. The value of excitation
energy determines the number of evaporating nucleons or α particles.
Current version of CORSIKA offers VENUS, QGSJET, DPMJET, SIBYLL
and HDPM models. From detailed KASCADE studies [68], it follows that the
EAS data prefer QGSJET. This model describes best various correlations between
different shower components (hadronic, electromagnetic and muonic). Last but
not least the QGSJET model saves the CPU time during computer simulations
when compared to other models (e.g. VENUS). Because of the above mentioned
arguments, QGSJET has become the standard tool to simulate and interpret EAS
data.
The details of the differences between models together with various tests of
model validity can be found in [69].
2.6.2 Mean free path and decay length
The distance the particle traverses before it interacts with the air nucleus is de-
termined by the inelastic cross section together with the atmospheric density
distribution along the particle path. In general, particle decay and inelastic in-
teraction are two competitive processes.
According to statistical nature of both processes two quantities (lD and lI) are
randomly generated. Parameter lD is the path length the particle travels before it
decays. Quantity lI is the length the particle passes through the medium before it
interacts. The shorter value is taken as the actual path length to the decay point
or to the interaction vertex. By this method it is decided which process (decay
or interaction) is realized. If the traced particle is a stable one, only interactions
occur. If the particle decays, all decay modes with a branching ratio higher than
1% are taken into account.
The products of a particular decay mode are generated according to theoretical
distributions of relevant kinematical variables, that uniquely characterize the final
state (i.e. the angular distributions of decay products). The decay is performed
in CMS system and kinematical variables of the products are then transformed
to the laboratory frame by Lorenz transformation. For detailed description of
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various decays simulated in CORSIKA see [1].
Some important aspects of CORSIKA are:
• Inelastic interactions ofmuons are very rare and they are omitted in COR-
SIKA. Processes simulated in case of muons are the muon decay, bremsstra-
hlung and e+e− production.
• The mean free path of a nucleon n in air is determined by the hadronic
cross sections σn−Ni , where Ni is the i-th component of air
5. The numerical
values of σn−Ni depend not only on the energy of the collision but also on





is calculated as the weighted sum of individual cross sections of air com-
ponents with the atomic fraction ni. The three component atmosphere is
assumed in CORSIKA. The mean free path λfree is calculated using the
formula
λfree = mair/σn−air , (2.7)
where mair ∼ 14.5 g/mol is the average atomic weight of air. The resulting
λfree is than obtained in g/cm
2. The probability P of the particle to cross
a layer of air with thickness λ without interaction is given by
P (λ) = e−λ/λfree . (2.8)
As already mentioned nucleon-air cross sections at low energies are supplied
by GHEISHA. Both nucleons, protons and neutrons, are treated as stable
particles.
• Nucleus-nucleus cross sections are calculated according to Glauber theory
[70] using nucleon distributions inside nuclei. Nucleon distributions are
derived from measured charge distribution of relevant nucleus taking into
account the finite size of the proton with a mean square charge radius
< r2p >
1/2∼ 0.86 fm. The SIBYLL model provides its own table of nucleus-
nucleus cross sections independently of the Glauber theory.
• Pions and kaons are typical examples, where the decay and strong inter-
action compete. The mean decay length l0D (in cm) is determined from the
meson life time τ using
l0D = cτγβ , (2.9)
5Used atmosphere composition is defined in Sec.2.6.6
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where c is the speed of light, γ and β are usual relativistic factors. In
order to express the mean decay length in g/cm2, the air density and its
variation along the path have to be taken into account. The probability P
that particle travels at least the distance l before it decays is
P (l) = e−l/l
0
D . (2.10)
The interaction lengths are treated similarly as in the case of nucleons
according to Eq. 2.7, 2.8. Neutral pions have very short life time τ ∼
8 10−17 s and their probability to interact is negligible for showers with
E < 1014 eV . Below this energy the π0 interactions are omitted. Above
this value, both decays and interactions are taken into account. At 1018 eV
the decay length is comparable to the interaction length.
• Other particles such as ρ, K∗, and ∆ have very short life time ∼ 10−23 s
and thus they decay immediately without being traced. The η meson is
similar to π mesons. Strange baryons S = ±1, ±2, ±3 are produced by
most models and since their mean free path is large, only decay is simulated.
Contrary to resonances, their life time τ ∼ 10−10 s is not small and they
have to be traced before the decay occurs.
2.6.3 Electromagnetic interactions
Electron and photon interactions are simulated with Electron Gamma Shower
system (EGS4) or with the analytic Nishimura Kamata Greisen (NKG) formula.
The former option produces all information about the electromagnetic shower
and it simulates all particles in the shower. The latter case saves computing
time, but gives only the electron densities (calculated analytically) at certain
detection plane.
EGS includes simulation of e+e− annihilation, Bhaba scattering, bremsstra-
hlung, Mφller scattering and multiple scattering (via the Molie`re’s theory). For
gamma rays, following processes are simulated: e+e− production, photoelectric
reactions, Compton scattering. Methods of simulation of these processes are de-
scribed elsewhere (e.g. in [71]).
Despite small cross section of photo-production for muons, this process has
to be simulated, because it is important channel of muon production in γ ray
induced showers. In the limit of high energies Eγ > 1 TeV the suppression of µ
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The description of photo-nuclear processes is based on the assumption that
only one nucleon from the target nucleus actually interacts with incoming γ.
Gamma-nucleon cross sections are calculated according to empirical formula fit-
ted to experimental data of experiments such as H1 or ZEUS. The number of
pions produced in photo-nucleon reaction is a function of energy. While only one
pion is produced for Eγ < 0.4 GeV , between 1.4 − 2.0 GeV always two pions
are produced. In the intermediate energy range from 0.4 GeV to 1.4 GeV the
probability for producing only one pion decreases linearly with energy. Within
the energy range 2.0 − 3.0 GeV CORSIKA decides whether two pions are pro-
duced in standard way or the HDPM model is used for describing multiparticle
production. Above 3 GeV only HDPM model6 is used and for energies above
80 GeV the selected interaction model (VENUS, QGSJET, etc.) is applied. For
detailed discussion of photo-nuclear processes see again [1].
In the NKG option the electromagnetic component is calculated by analytical
approach [72], consequently no MC simulation of individual particles is performed.
The output of the simulation consists of total electron numbers at various atmo-
spheric depths together with some general information about the development
of electromagnetic shower. For a few atmospheric depths the lateral electron
densities are computed around the shower axis.
Other electromagnetic processes implemented in CORSIKA deal with muon
interactions. With increasing energy, muons may suffer from bremsstrahlung and
e+e− production. The importance of these processes arises above the energy of
∼ 2 TeV . To deal with muon’s electromagnetic interactions, CORSIKA uses
standard GEANT3, see [73] or [1].
2.6.4 Particle tracking
To propagate particles between two points, their space-time coordinates as well
as their three-momenta have to be updated. The electron-photon propagation
has been already described. In addition to mentioned processes (bremsstrahlung,
etc.) the ionization energy loss for electrons has to be included. The deposited
energy per radiation length X0 is linearly dependent on the logarithm of electron
energy ln E (E in MeV )
dE/dx = (61.14 + 5.58 ln E) MeV/X0 . (2.12)
The linear dependency is valid within certain energy range above which the energy
loss saturates. The saturation energy, basically depends on the air pressure. Since
the pressure is a function of altitude, the saturation term can be expressed as a
6HDPM is a phenomenological generator developed by Capdevielle [65]. The model has been
inspired by the Dual Parton Model, and it is adjusted to results of pp¯ collider experiments.
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function of height h:
(dE/dx)SAT = (86.65 + 810
−6 × h) MeV/X0.





0.153(ln(γ2 − 1)− β2 + 9.39) MeV g−1cm2 , (2.13)
where γ is the Lorenz factor, β = v/c the particle velocity and Z is the particle
charge in units of e. This formula is used to calculate ionization energy loss along
the particle trajectory. High energy muons suffer an additional energy loss by
bremsstrahlung and e+e− pair production.
Charged particles are scattered predominantly by Columb field of air nuclei.
In this process the direction of incoming particles is affected. However, since the
target nuclei are much heavier than the scattered particles, the energy before
and after the scattering is almost the same. The angular distribution of multiple
scattering is described by Molie`re’s theory or alternatively by a Gaussian function





where P is the probability density of the particle to be scattered in polar angle
θ and θs is correlated with the mean square value of the scattering angle by
< θ2 >= λθ2s . Length λ in Eq. 2.14 is the amount of matter traversed by the
particle, i.e. it equals to ρ × l, where ρ is the air density in g/cm3 and l is the
path length given in cm. The value of θs can be expressed in terms of m (mass







)2 (λs = 37.7 g/cm
2, Es = 0.021 GeV ). (2.15)
The Gaussian approach is a very good approximation of more precise Molie`re’s
theory. Only about 2% of the events with large scattering angle occur more
frequently than described by Gaussian method.
2.6.5 Magnetic field
All trajectories of charged particles are bent in the Earth magnetic field. A
particle with charge Z, traveling along path length l with momentum p is deflected
by the magnetic field ~B in the direction normal to the plane defined by vectors
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In Geneva the vector ~B = (Bnorth, Bwest, Bupward)
7 of the Earth magnetic field8 is
about ~B = (21.95, 0.00, 41.40) µT .
2.6.6 Atmosphere
The atmosphere consists of N2, O2 and Ar with volume fractions ∼ 78%, ∼ 21%,
and 1% respectively. The variation of the air density is modeled by 5 layers. In
the lower four layers, the dependence of the mass overburden T on the height h
is of the form
T (h) = ai + bie
−h/ci , i = 1, . . . , 4 . (2.17)
In the fifth layer the mass overburden linearly decreases with height
T (h) = a5 − b5h/c5 . (2.18)
Atmosphere is expected to vanish (T = 0) at h = 112.8 km. Parameters ai, bi, ci
are selected so that the function T (h) is continuous at layer boundaries. Various
sets of parameters are used, e.g. the U.S. standard atmosphere (for the exact
parameterization see [74]).
For nearly horizontal showers (θ > 75◦), the influence of the Earth curvature
is no more negligible. In order to simulate these showers, the option for the
spherical atmosphere is included.
7The component Bnorth means projection of ~B onto the direction to the north magnetic
pole, Bwest is the component pointing to the west. Consequently Bwest = 0 by definition.
8Vector is given for Geneva geografic coordinates - longitude 6◦1′, latitude 46◦20′.
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3 Detection of cosmic muon bundles
at DELPHI
The DELPHI experiment has been installed at CERN largest collider LEP. It
has been operated for almost 11 years starting from 1989. The experiment was
designed for studies of e+e− collisions. However, cosmic events were also taken in
parasitic mode to e+e− data. Short calibration runs without LEP beams in the
accelerator registered only cosmics and these data are also studied in this thesis.
In 1996 the cathode readout of hadron calorimeter (HCAL) [75, 76] was installed.
This device improved granularity of the calorimeter and made possible to observe
and reconstruct multi-muon events. In 1998 the cosmic trigger was established
in order to improve the quality of events. When possible also the time projection
chamber (TPC) was used to reconstruct multi-muon events.
3.1 Location
The experiment is located on the borders between France and Switzerland near
Geneva. The apparatus is situated about 100 m underground. The surface alti-
tude is 428m above the sea level. The composition of the rock above the DELPHI
experiment is known from geological survey performed for civil engineering pur-
poses. The simplified picture of the overburden looks like 5 major geological
layers with different mass densities. The density along the vertical line through
the rock varies between 2.2 g cm−3 and 2.5 g cm−3 depending on the layer, Fig.
3.1 a).
The resulting energy cutoff for vertical cosmic muons is ∼ 50 GeV . The de-
tector was placed in large experimental cavern equipped with three access shafts.
The relative position of these shafts with respect to the DEPLHI detector is
shown in Fig. 3.1 b).
3.2 DELPHI detector
The apparatus consists of Barrel (Central) part and two End-Caps on each side.
The general layout of the detector is shown in Fig. 3.2.
All subdetectors in the barrel region are concentric with the beam pipe and
they occupy the region between Rmin = 6.3 cm and Rmax = 532.0 cm in the
radial direction. The magnetic field in the detector is | ~B| = 1.2 T . Such a
high magnetic intensity is provided by superconducting coil which is made by
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Figure 3.1: The schematic geometry of the experiment location, the vertical a)
and the horizontal view b).
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Figure 3.2: The schematic layout of the DELPHI detector. The hatched area
represents the barrel part of hadron calorimeter.
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single layer of NbT i wires crossed by current of 6000 A. The configuration of the
magnetic field (parallel to the beam axis) is assured by two compensating coils.
Brief description of subdetectors used in the analysis is given in the following
text. These detectors are: hadron calorimeter, muon chambers, time projection
chamber and time of flight detector. A thorough description of other DELPHI
components and systems can be found in [76, 77].
If not specified Θ (φ) denotes polar (azimuthal) angle and R is the radial
position. The definition of DELPHI reference frame can be found in Appendix
A.
3.2.1 The Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL)
It is an sampling calorimeter made out of two End-Caps (Forward HCAL) and a
barrel part (Barrel HCAL), Fig. 3.3. The hadronic shower develops in iron plates
and the sensitive volume is gas mixture: Ar(10%), CO2(60%), iso−butane(30%).
The Barrel HCAL is located between the radial positions Rmin = 320 cm and
Rmax = 477 cm. Polar angle is covered in the region 43
◦ < Θtrack < 137
◦. The
Barrel HCAL is divided into 24 sectors in φ with 20 layers radially. Each sensing
layer is placed in 1.7 cm slot between two 5 cm iron plates. The detectors are
limited streamer tubes with oblong cross-section 1× 8 cm2. The length of barrel
tubes is 3.5m and they are placed in both barrel halves. Tubes consist of 8 plastic
cathode cells with dimension 0.9 cm× 0.9 cm each. The inner surface of the cells
is coated with graphite varnish of low conductivity. The anode wire (d = 80 µm
cooper-beryllium) is inserted inside each cathode cell. The limited streamer tubes
are mounted on the cooper readout board. The boards are segmented into pads
which pick up the streamer charges. In barrel part, 5 adjacent pads in radial
direction are combined to form projective tower pointing to the intersection point.
Typical tower dimension is 25× 25× 35 cm3 and the angular coverage ∆φ = 3.8◦
and ∆Θ = 3.0◦. The charge in each tower is read out and then it is digitized in
8-bit ADC. The high voltage of 4 kV is needed to induce reasonable signal on
external readout boards.
In 1996 a new system was developed to increase the granularity of the detector.
Until this year only the pads were read out. The new system collects the cathode
signals of individual streamer tubes and thus increases the granularity of the
detector in φ and R by factors of 3 and 5 respectively. The signals were read out
from both ends of HCAL and they were only yes or no, i.e. we cannot distinguish
whether the tube was hit by one or more muons. The End-cap signals were not
studied in this analysis, as the cosmic muons move along the tubes. The increased
granularity allowed to reconstruct individual µ tracks and enabled us to perform
the analysis of cosmic events. The reconstruction of individual tracks is performed
by ECTANA package [75] and it is described in more details in Sec. 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: The schematic layout of hadron calorimeter.
3.2.2 The Barrel Muon Chambers (MUB)
The Barrel Muon Chambers are made of three planks of detectors parallel to
the beam pipe. They are situated at different distances from the interaction
point: R1 = 444.5 cm, R2 = 479.3 cm and R3 = 532.0 cm in the radial direc-
tion. The MUB covers the polar region 53◦ < Θtrack < 127◦. The inner plank
consists of 3 layers. The middle and the outer plank are divided into 2 layers.
Each layer consists of several proportional drift chambers with total dimension
4.0 × 83.2 × 532.0 cm. The outer plank overlaps the gaps left over by the inner
and the middle planks. The chamber layout is shown in Fig. 3.4.
The schematic view of one chamber is plotted in Fig. 3.5. The drift time of
the ionizing electrons is measured on the anode wire and it determines the Rφ
coordinate. The z coordinate along the length of the chamber is given by the
time difference of signals from the two ends of the delay line. The signals from
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one chamber form so called time triplet, if the anode signal and both signals from
delay line are present. If one of these signals is lost then the combination is called
doublet.
The achieved MUB precisions are σRφ = 3.0 mm and σz = 1.8 cm.
In this analysis MUB is used only as complementary detector to HCAL. How-
ever, chamber signals are of real importance in case of several very high multi-
plicity events, which cannot be reconstructed by ECTANA as will be discussed
in Sec. 3.4. For these events the amount of signals from MUB detector allows us
to asses lower limit of the muon multiplicity.
Figure 3.4: Three chamber planks at different radii in the barrel part of the
detector.
Anode (r/o one end                )[r-phi]
(r/o both ends        ) [z]
Grading line Cathode Delay Line
Figure 3.5: Schematic view of the muon chamber with anode, delay and grading
line.
3.2.3 Time Projection chamber (TPC)
The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) fills the central barrel region of DELPHI
between the radii 30 and 120 cm, Fig. 3.6. Its length along the z axis is 2×130 cm.
The chamber is filled with gas mixture Ar(80%) and CH4(20%).
Charged particles crossing the TPC volume ionize the gas and free charges
drift along the field lines towards the end plates. The readout is performed by
Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC) which give the x×y coordinates of
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corresponding point on the track segment. The third coordinate z is determined
from the measured drift time and known drift velocity of free charges in the gas.
The readout on each end plate was organized into six azimuthal sectors with 16
circular pad rows and 192 sensitive wires in total.
In e+e− data analysis, TPC was the crucial tracking detector in the DELPHI
reconstruction chain. The drift time and consequently the z coordinate was
calculated with respect to the starting time t0 at the instant of beam crossing.
The MWPC signals were proportional to dE/dx energy losses. Therefore, apart
from the track reconstruction, TPC was partly used for particle identification.
In case of cosmic multi-muon events it was possible to run the reconstruction
as well, but the drift time was calculated with respect to the average arrival time
of individual muons from signals in Outer Detector (OD).
drift of free charges












Figure 3.6: Schematic view of TPC with a track crossing its volume.
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3.2.4 Outer Detector (OD)
The Outer Detector (OD) consists of drift tubes operating in limited streamer
mode. The tube cross-section is 1.65×1.65 cm2 and length 4.7 m. The tubes are
arranged in 5 layers and 32 columns to form so called plank. OD is composed of
24 such planks as seen from Fig. 3.7. Charged particle crossing a tube produces
electrons. Signal with short raise time (3 ns) is created on the wire by drifting
electrons. The high voltage (4.4 kV ) is applied to the wire. Drift times determine
the precise Rφ information. In 3 inner layers of each plank also the z coordinate
was estimated using time difference of the signals at both ends of the tubes.
OD is placed 2 meters from the beam axis and it was used with TPC to
measure momenta of charged particles. In cosmic mode of TPC reconstruction
























Figure 3.7: 24 planks of OD detector.
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3.2.5 Time of Flight detector (TOF)
The time of Flight (TOF) detector consists of a single layer of plastic scintilator
counters organized in a cylinder surrounding the magnet cryostat of DELPHI.
All counters were identical (see Fig. 3.8). Each counter consists of a scintilator
joined with two photomultipliers by light guide.
The TOF cylinder, Fig. 3.9, is divided in the middle into two halves with 24
detector sectors in each part. A sector covers an azimuthal angle of 15◦ and it
consists of 4 scintilator counters.
Because of support structure some parts of azimuth remained uncovered by
TOF modules. Following azimuthal regions (shown in Fig. 3.9) are not equipped
by counters:
210◦ < φ < 228.8◦ , 311.3◦ < φ < 330◦
The polar acceptance 48◦ < Θ < 139◦ is slightly reduced in the middle of the
detector (|z| < 3 cm).
The TOF detector was the only DELPHI component used in DELPHI cosmic
trigger. It was defined as simple coincidence of 3 TOF sectors.
SEMI−CYLINDRICAL GUIDE
350 cm












R = 2.6 cm
3.1 cm








Upper view of a TOF counter
20 cm
QUASI−CYLINDRICAL  GUIDE
Figure 3.8: Schematic view of TOF counter design.
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Figure 3.9: Arrangement of scintilator counters and detector sectors in the TOF
detector.
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3.3 Trigger
The Delphi trigger system is organized in 4 different levels T1, T2, T3 and T4.
First two levels of the trigger system (i.e. T1 and T2) are synchronous with the
Beam Cross Over (BCO) signal.
The T1 trigger used the information coming from the tracking detectors, scin-
tilators in TOF, forward electromagnetic calorimeter and MUB. The T2 inputs
are signals from TOF, TPC, electromagnetic and hadron calorimeter, forward
muon chambers, etc. For cosmic stream T1 and T2 triggers were the same and
both required 3 active TOF sectors.
The T3 and T4 triggers run asynchronously with respect to BCO. Both are
software filters. T3 trigger uses the same selection logic as T2 trigger but more
detailed detector information is included. It reduces the background passing
through the T2 trigger by a factor of 2. T4 trigger was implemented to reduce
about half of the background still remained after T3. The detailed trigger de-
scription is presented in [76, 77, 78].
3.4 Event reconstruction
Reconstruction of cosmic events is based on data from from two DELPHI subde-
tectors, HCAL and TPC. The chain of original DELPHI reconstruction programs
was not designed for cosmic events. Consequently the reconstruction is performed
in different way compared to e+e− analysis.
The track reconstruction from hadron calorimeter requires ECTANA package
[75] which was developed to analyze cathode readout of HCAL. ECTANA code
allows to reconstruct cosmic events directly from DELPHI raw data files without
any previous processing or input from other subdetectors.
The TPC reconstruction is possible with DELPHI standard tool DELANA
[79] using TPC package TPCANA, however running in special mode designed for
cosmic data.
3.4.1 ECTANA program
The track reconstruction in hadron calorimeter is performed by ECTANA pro-
gram, which scans signals in barrel modules of HCAL and finds track patterns of
hit streamer tubes. This package has advantage that it was developed not only
for studies of e+e− collisions, i.e. tracks coming from the interaction point in the
middle of the detector, but it has the option for the cosmic events as well. When
running in cosmic mode it allows to reconstruct tracks originating anywhere in
the calorimeter without explicit cut on the track impact parameter. This is the
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unique feature of the program, because most of other reconstruction programs at
DELPHI were generally developed for e+e− events only.
The search for active streamer tubes starts from the outer planes of a given
module and continues inwards. A group of at least 4 aligned hits is taken as the
track element. The track element is also required to have reasonable density of
hits, at least 30% of tubes along the track element have to be active. Furthermore
the length of the track has to be larger than 50 cm. All possible hypotheses
starting from a certain hit found during the scan are analyzed, positions of hits
are fitted by a line. The best fit in terms of the number of hits and χ2 is stored.
Before storing the similarity with other hypotheses is checked to avoid double
counting. It is furthermore possible to merge pairs of track elements, which
intersect inside the calorimeter, by a circle and measure the x × y projection of
the track momentum. However, this option has not been used, because only a
few muon tracks are reasonably curved inside the calorimeter and the errors of
measured particle momenta are large.
An example of ECTANA reconstructed event with muon multiplicity ∼ 120
is shown in Fig. 3.10. Most of the tracks are nicely parallel within ±2◦. The
event presented in Fig. 3.10 is one of highest multiplicity events in data.
3.5 Detector simulation
The standard tool for detector simulation at DELPHI is DELSIM package [80].
This is the full detector simulation program, as it includes simulation of all com-
ponents of the DELPHI subdetectors. Special interface between CORSIKA and
DELSIM is used in order to simulate cosmic events. This is done by modification
of the DELSIM code of muon generator which was originally used for cosmic
background simulation.
To generate significant number of events DELSIM often needs several days of
CPU-time on the fastest workstations.
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RUN 107634 ; EVT = 4731
Figure 3.10: Example of cosmic event as seen by HCAL cathode readout. Dif-
ferent tracks are represented by different colors. The lower part of the picture
shows the distribution of projected angle measured in HCAL plane.
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4 DELPHI data
4.1 Data selection and trigger
To detect the cosmic events, DELPHI cosmic trigger (DCT) has been imple-
mented to the DELPHI trigger system. It requires 3 active time of flight (TOF)
detector sectors ( TOF MJ3 ) to trigger the event. The TOF counters are ready
to trigger the event within 4 µs starting from the moment of beam crossing. The
beam crossing frequency depends on the number of e+e− bunches in the ma-
chine. When running with 4 bunches in the machine, the beam crossing period is
22.23 µs, while in the 8 bunch mode it is the half of that value, i.e. 11.12 µs. Con-
sequently, the detector is open to trigger cosmic events in 100× 4/22.23 = 18%
of the total data taking time in 4 bunch mode and 36% in 8 bunch mode respec-
tively. The dedicated cosmic runs (without the beams in the collider) have been
performed mainly at the beginning of each year. Although there were no e+e−
collisions, the beam crossing signals (BCOs) were simulated in such a way, that
the detector was in fact running in 8 bunch mode.
The cosmic trigger has been implemented in the autumn 1998 and it was
running in stable mode in the years 1999 and 2000. However, the trigger was not
active permanently. Tab. 4.1 shows 14 main types of trigger conditions during
1999 and 2000. Each trigger type corresponds to different trigger function. DCT
was not implemented in 1999 at beginning of the data taking year (marked by *).
Additional problems occurred in cosmic runs during 1999, when the beam crossing
frequency was not simulated properly. In these cosmic runs it was finally not clear
what is the total live time. Moreover DCT was not active in 2000 for runs marked
by (**).
Fig. 4.1 plots the rate of events with more than 4 muons (Nµ > 4) in different
run periods with different trigger configurations. The event rates are consistent
within their statistical errors for all the periods when DCT was working correctly
and permanently. The dependence of event rates on the particular period is the
result of the DCT presence (or non-presence) in the trigger setting. Thus only
the runs with DCT correctly running were used for further analysis. The total
time of selected trigger/run periods is 8.66 106 s. When corrected to the effect
of beam crossings and 4 µs detection window, the total effective live time is
Teff = 1.55 10
6 s.
In the ideal case, when a TOF sector fires every time the muon passes through
it and assuming a noise free detector, at least two muons are needed to activate
the trigger. In the reality the detector is noisy, hence time to time only one muon
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I PY1/PY2 NRUN t/s year run type comment
1 6/5 136 1.03 106 1999 C *
2 5/5 409 1.64 106 1999 P *
3 10/5 52 0.15 106 1999 P *
4 18/6 511 1.97 106 1999 P
5 19/11 36 0.14 106 1999 P
6 20/6 11 0.13 106 2000 C
7 21/6 127 2.27 106 2000 C
8 18/6 68 0.34 106 2000 P
9 23/17 57 0.23 106 2000 P
10 25/18 364 1.13 106 2000 P **
11 31/19 319 1.04 106 2000 P
12 33/19 371 1.11 106 2000 P
13 33/20 530 1.43 106 2000 P
14 34/20 397 1.26 106 2000 P **
Table 4.1: Trigger settings (run periods) with live times larger then 105 s. I is
the trigger label. Numbers in PY1/PY2 column represents the DELPHI internal
labels for the trigger configuration in two trigger levels 1/2. Time t is the total
time of corresponding NRUN runs. Label C means that the run type is dedicated
cosmics and P is the ordinary physical run. Comments (*) and (**) are explained
in the text.
passing through the apparatus can cause the trigger. The detection efficiency is,
of course not 100% and it is an increasing function of the track length in TOF
counters, i.e. it depends on the muon incoming angle and position. Consequently,
the trigger efficiency at very low muon multiplicities depends on many factors and
it changes during time, because the conditions change. However, if we increase
the multiplicity we ensure that at least a fraction of muons in an event activates
the trigger. Therefore at higher multiplicities the trigger is almost 100% efficient.
The influence of increasing multiplicity on the event rate can be demonstrated
using data from different run periods. As an example two run periods (index 4
and 7 in Tab. 4.1) are compared with the run period 12 (reference). Let us define
the quantity R as:
R =
N(TEST | Nµ).TREF
N(REF | Nµ).TTEST ,
where N(TEST/REF | Nµ) is the number of events with muon multiplicity Nµ
during studied respectively reference run period and TTEST/REF is the total run
time of the corresponding period. R should be essentially 1 for perfect agreement
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between tested and reference data. Fig. 4.2 plots the quantity R as function of
muon multiplicity Nµ, which is required for the events to be counted.
Staring from multiplicity 4 the agreement is obtained within the statistical
errors in the run period 7. For the run period 4 the agreement is even at smaller
multiplicities. Similar conclusions can be obtained in all selected run periods.
The reasonable minimal multiplicity at which the event rates are consistent with
each other is 4. At lower multiplicities the trigger fluctuates according to actual
TOF state.
DCT correctly implemented
DCT problems (switched off, ...)
Figure 4.1: Event rates with more than 4 muons reconstructed in HCAL (Nµ >
4) at different trigger settings.
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Figure 4.2: Dependence of the quantity R defined in the text on the muon mul-
tiplicity Nµ. Only the events that are triggered by DCT are taken into account.
The fraction of DCT triggered events to the total number of events is above 99%
for multiplicity 4 and higher.
4.2 Muon multiplicities
The selected data sample consists of 54201 events with muon multiplicities higher
than 3 (Nµ > 3). The number of events with at least 30 muons in the apparatus
is 1065 as seen from Tab. 4.2.
The scanning of all events with Nµ ≥ 30 has been performed in order to
check them and ensure the rejection of electro-magnetic showers originating from
muon interactions in the cavern ceiling or detector material. We found 14 shower
like events corresponding to 1.3% of 1065 scanned events. The parallelism of
reconstructed tracks was checked also by the cut that requires more than 50% of
reconstructed tracks to be within 5◦ from the mean value of all track angles in
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number of events
Nµ > 3 54201
Nµ ≥ 6 26303
Nµ ≥ 30 1065
Nµ ≥ 70 78
Nµ ≥ 100 24
Table 4.2: Event statistics in selected data sample.
the event. The cut rejected the same events as the scanning.
The multiplicity distribution measured in HCAL from selected runs is plotted
in Fig. 4.4. In addition to reconstructed events another 7 events with almost all
HCAL tubes active have been detected. These events are proven to have cosmic
origin because vacancies in almost saturated HCAL can be fitted by parallel lines.
An example of saturated event is shown in Fig. 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Example of saturated event. Parallel “tracks” can be reconstructed
from vacancies in almost full HCAL.
We have tried to use additional information from muon chambers in order to
find approximative estimate of the muon multiplicity from number of anode hits.
In case of cosmic events the muon chambers do not provide information on event
by event basis because their effective readout after BCO is active for shorter time
compared to HCAL and TOF. As a result only 2 out of these 7 saturated events
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have full information from muon chambers. Even if the track reconstruction in
muon chambers is not available for the multi-muon bundles the approximative
estimation of multiplicity is done according to the total number of anode hits.
Sample of events with information from both HCAL and muon chambers has
been studied in order to find the correspondence between the HCAL multiplicity
and the number of MUB anode hits. Results are plotted in Fig. 4.5. It seams
reasonable to expect that these two events have multiplicity about 150 or higher
should it be possible to reconstruct them. Remaining 5 saturated events are just
expected to have multiplicity higher than the highest multiplicity reconstructed
from unsaturated HCAL events (Nµ > 127).
Figure 4.4: Distribution of muon multiplicity measured in HCAL from selected
runs.
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Figure 4.5: Correlation between the HCAL multiplicity and the number of
anode hits in muon chambers
4.3 Projected angle
The distribution of reconstructed shower angles in (x,y) HCAL projection plane
(see Appendix A) is plotted in Fig. 4.6 for all events with more than 3 recon-
structed muons.
Authors of the work [81] found the cosn θ (n = 3.32) dependence of the zenith
angle distribution. In order to compare this result with our measurement a sim-
ple Monte Carlo calculation was performed. About 100000 tracks were generated
so that they fulfill the mentioned zenith angle distribution. A track was repre-
sented by a simple line pointed to the middle of the detector. For each track the
projection onto the plane of HCAL was calculated and the angle stored. The
result is plotted in Fig. 4.6 with dashed line. DELPHI data and data [81] agree
reasonably and give similar distribution of projected angle.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of cos α, α is measured in the HCAL projection with
respect to the vertical direction. Events with Nµ > 3 contribute to the histogram.
The dashed line corresponds to the distribution of cos θ (θ is the zenith angle) in
the form ∼ (cos θ)3.32. This dependence was observed in [81].
4.4 Day time dependence
Should the cosmic events originate mostly from the Sun, the event rate would
depend on the day time, i.e. it should be strongly suppressed during nights. In
fact, this is not expected.
The energy of primary particle which is high enough to produce a multi-muon
event has to be higher than ∼ 1014 eV . Only at these energies several muons in
an event can pass through 100 m of rock. The energy 1014 eV falls already in the
energy interval of presumed galactic cosmic rays. DELPHI multi-muon events
originate from the Galaxy and not from the Sun. Hence the event rate should be
stable during the day time.
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The time dependence of event rates plotted in Fig. 4.7 fulfills this expectation.
Figure 4.7: The event rate versus the solar time expressed in degrees. Events
with more than 3 reconstructed muons are taken into account.
4.5 Sidereal time dependence
The sidereal time is defined with respect to distant stars. One sidereal day lasts
from the moment when a distant star crosses the meridian until its next passage
over the meridian. Since the Earth moves in its orbit around the Sun, the sidereal
day is by about 4 min shorter than the solar one. The effect is demonstrated in
Fig. 4.8.
In order to calculate sidereal time for each individual event with reasonable
precision more exact algorithm is chosen. This algorithm takes into account
various corrections such as the real elliptical shape of the Earth orbit and it
ensures 5 µs precision in the final calculation.
Should the cosmic events originate from one or a few cosmic ray sources, the
event rate would be amplified or suppressed according to the source position with
respect to horizon.
Fig. 4.9 shows no event rate modulation during the sidereal day in agreement
with the idea of isotropic distribution of cosmic ray sources in the Galaxy.
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Figure 4.8: The effect of Earth movement around the Sun shortens the sidereal
day with respect to solar day.
Figure 4.9: The event rate versus the sidereal time expressed in degrees. Events
with more than 3 reconstructed muons are taken into account.
4.6 TPC multiplicity
The distribution of muon multiplicities as measured by TPC is plotted in Fig. 4.10.
The events correspond to high multiplicity events with the number of muons
Nµ > 15 reconstructed from calorimeter.
In order to reconstruct muon tracks from HCAL by ECTANA, only the raw
data of event records are needed. In case of TPC, DELANA subroutines need to
read also run headers in order to get all relevant information about TPC status.
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During the procedure of archiving DELPHI cosmic data tapes into more modern
robotic machine, some particular runs had not been copied correctly. While all
event records were stored separately in PC disks, some run headers were lost.
This oﬄine effect leads to reduction of data taking time when dealing with TPC
data from 1.6 106s in HCAL to 1.2 106s in case of TPC. Due to this reason the
total number of events in Fig. 4.10 does not match the number of events with
Nµ > 15 in the calorimeter.
Figure 4.10: The TPC multiplicity of events with more than 15 muons recon-
structed in HCAL.
4.7 Sky plot
In TPC all the spatial information is reconstructed and it allows us to search
for possible sky sources of largest events. The sky plot as seen by TPC for
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reconstructed events with more than 15 tracks in HCAL and more than 3 tracks
in TPC is presented in Fig. 4.11.
Figure 4.11: The sky plot of events with more than 15 tracks in HCAL and
more than 3 reconstructed tracks in TPC. No clear event clustering is apparent.
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5 Simulation
The aim of the MC simulation is to find out expected multiplicity distributions
so that they can be compared with the measurement. To fulfil this aim it is clear
that we have to assume certain flux and composition of primary particles. While
the flux is relatively known in corresponding energy range, the composition is
still subject of intensive research and no final conclusion has been drawn yet.
Since the chemical composition is still unknown, only two extremal cases of
hadron primary particles are investigated in this work - p and Fe. This is based
on the natural assumption that the primary flux is composed from nuclei with
mass between that of p and Fe. Proton is simply the lightest nucleus. Iron is the
heaviest and most stable nucleus that can be created by nuclear fusion processes
in stars and it survives long time in the interstellar space.
Taking into account this assumption, it is clear that multiplicity distribution
should be between these two extremal predictions of proton and iron primary
particles. On the other hand, if both p and Fe predictions underestimate or
overestimate data, then it could be a signature that the underlying model of
nucleus-nucleus interactions is not able to describe the shower properties in this
particular aspect.
The procedure of applying two extremal assumptions (p and Fe) on the pri-
mary particle mass is frequently used in various model tests of dedicated cosmic
ray experiments (e.g. see the above-mentioned work [68]) .
5.1 Interaction models
CORSIKA (ver. 6.014 from March 2002 ) simulation package was used in the
presented analysis to describe evolution of atmospheric showers. Various interac-
tion models describing primary interactions can be employed within CORSIKA.
These models are tuned to available accelerator data and their validity is tested
also using cosmic ray data. For this reason the model predictions as well as set-
tings of internal model parameters change in time. This is demonstrated in Fig.
5.1, where proton-air inelastic cross-sections are plotted as a function of proton
momentum. The two pictures demonstrate the situation in years 1998 and 2000.
It is evident that agreement between models increases, however in the year 2000
the discrepancy between models is still about 10% at 106 GeV and about 25% at
109 GeV .
The models are compared in Fig. 5.2 in terms of average charge multiplicity in
p-N14 collisions. It is evident from the plot, that QGSJET01 predicts on average
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Figure 5.1: The proton-air inelastic cross-section measured by various experi-
ments and the predictions of different models. Two graphs, from [46], compare
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Figure 5.2: The average charged multiplicity in p−N14 collisions as a function
of the center of mass energy for different models. Picture is taken from [82]. The
proton energy in N14 rest frame is given above the horizontal axis.
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As mentioned previously QGSJET is preferred in the community of astropar-
ticle physicists. It was shown that this model describes best the correlations
between different shower components, (see e.g. work [68]).
From the point of view of underground muons three models (QGSJET, DP-
MJET, SIBYLL) are compared in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 in terms of muon Lateral
Distribution Functions (LDF). These plots were obtained for vertical showers and
represent mean muon densities as a function of distance from shower core. To sim-
ulate the situation 100 m underground, only muons with momentum p > 50 GeV
are taken into account. It shows that QGSJET predicts larger muon densities
than other selected models especially at distances close to shower core R < 40 m.
5.2 Simulation chain
In order to be able to simulate the cosmic ray induced showers in the DELPHI
environment, a chain of simulation programs has been set up. The interaction
model ( QGSJET ) is used within the CORSIKA simulation package. The trans-
port of particles through the rock is simulated using GEANT3 [73]. The detector
response is simulated via full simulation of DELPHI in DELSIM program [80].
The muon tracks inside HCAL are then reconstructed using ECTANA package
[75].
5.2.1 CORSIKA
Data sets were simulated for protons and iron nuclei as primary particles in
10 energy ranges as seen in Tab. 5.1. It turned out that the two intervals
1017− 3 1017 eV and 3 1017− 1 1018 eV almost do not contribute to the observed
multiplicity spectrum due to small flux of primary particles at these energies and
too short observation time. The energies smaller than 3 1013 eV are also not
relevant for the final result because the muon energy cut-off (50 GeV ) does not
allow us to observe significant number of multi-muon events generated in these
energy intervals.
E number of events E number of events
1013 − 3 1013 eV 100000 3 1015 − 1016 eV 6000
3 1013 − 1014 eV 100000 1016 − 3 1016 eV 1000
1014 − 3 1014 eV 100000 3 1016 − 1017 eV 600
3 1014 − 1015 eV 10000 1016 − 3 1017 eV 100
1015 − 3 1015 eV 10000 3 1017 − 1018 eV 100
Table 5.1: Energies of input primary particles and the number of simulated events.
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p− 1014eV p− 1015eV
p− 1016eV p− 1017eV
Figure 5.3: Muon lateral distribution functions (Eµ > 50 GeV ) for proton
vertical showers at different energies. Predictions of three models (QGSJET,
DPMJET, SIBYLL) are marked by different labels - see the legend above the
plots and the text in Sec. 5.1.
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Fe− 1014eV Fe− 1015eV
Fe− 1016eV Fe− 1017eV
Figure 5.4: Muon lateral distribution functions (Eµ > 50 GeV ) for iron vertical
showers at different energies. Predictions of three models (QGSJET, DPMJET,
SIBYLL) are marked by different labels.
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The energy distributions in all simulated data samples were generated with
the energy spectrum E−1 in order to obtain sufficient representation of the events
at the upper part of the energy spectrum (i.e. in the range of large multiplicities).
Events were then re-weighted to appropriate natural energy spectrum: E−3 bellow
the knee and E−2.7 above the knee. The statistical errors in any (re-weighted)
distribution (e.g. multiplicity, projected angle) have to be re-weighted as well.
Statistical error ∆i of bin i in a given weighted distribution could be derived




ji, where i is the bin number, ni is the
number of entries in bin i and wji is the weight of event j in bin i.
The standard U.S. atmosphere parameterized by J. Linsley was taken in the
simulation. The NKG option explained in Sec. 2.6.3 was used to describe the
electromagnetic component. This choice saves computing time and electrons
(gammas) are not needed in our case. Muon multiple scattering is simulated
according to the Molie`re theory. All simulations were done without thinning.
5.2.2 Choice of the simulation area
Because the detector is small compared to the size of showers, the shower core
position is not known in experiment. It is consequently necessary to simulate
showers in reasonable large area around the DELPHI detector, i.e. to smear
showers around DELPHI. The choice has to be made about the size of this area.
It is a question of a compromise between two competitive aspects. If the area
size is too small a systematic decrease of small multiplicities appears in the final
multiplicity distribution. On the other hand, showers with large distance from
the detector produce just small number of muons or they are not measured at
all. Thus unreasonably large area requires much bigger data samples in order to
obtain enough statistic at high multiplicities. The value R of the radius, within
which the generated showers are smeared, was finally chosen to be 200 m, having
in mind both above-mentioned aspects.
Fig. 5.5 a) and 5.6 a) show the fraction of vertical showers within circle of the
radius R around the detector that are recorded by DELPHI as at least 1, 2, . . . , 10
muon events. The value R at which a curve is close to unity means that almost
all showers (giving corresponding number of muons) have to be within the radius
R. The crosscheck concerning the choice R = 200 m can be performed from these
plots. The events giving muon multiplicity Nµ have to be almost fully contained
within circle of R = 200 m, i.e. the fraction at R = 200 m should be ∼ 1. As
mentioned in Chapter 4 the cosmic trigger is stable at Nµ > 3. Considering this
multiplicity the blue curve in Fig. 5.5 a) and 5.6 a) is relevant for our purpose.
The crosscheck works for all energies chosen in Fig. 5.5 a) and 5.6 a) except of
the highest energy 1018 eV . At this energy ∼ 2.5% of showers giving Nµ ≥ 4






Figure 5.5: a) Fraction of vertical showers within circle of the radius R around
the detector that are recorded by DELPHI as at least 1, 2, . . . , 10 muon event.
b) Ratio of two adjacent bins (Nµ ≥ 2/Nµ ≥ 1 , Nµ ≥ 3/Nµ ≥ 2, . . . , Nµ ≥
10/Nµ ≥ 9) in integral multiplicity distribution as a function of the radius R.
QGSJET model is used with CORSIKA to get these distributions. For further







Figure 5.6: a) Fraction of vertical showers within circle of the radius R around
the detector that are recorded by DELPHI as at least 1, 2, . . . , 10 muon event.
b) Ratio of two adjacent bins (Nµ ≥ 2/Nµ ≥ 1 , Nµ ≥ 3/Nµ ≥ 2, . . . , Nµ ≥
10/Nµ ≥ 9) in integral multiplicity distribution as a function of the radius R.
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not influence the total multiplicity spectrum, because the population of small
multiplicities is dominated by energies < 1015 eV .
The right hand side of Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 represents the ratio of two adjacent
bins (Nµ ≥ 2/Nµ ≥ 1 , Nµ ≥ 3/Nµ ≥ 2, . . . , Nµ ≥ 10/Nµ ≥ 9) in integral
multiplicity distribution. As the radius R increases the ratio stabilizes. The
multiplicity distribution is stable at R = 200 m for almost all tested energies and
Nµ ≥ 4. At 10
18 eV the stability is approached at Nµ ≥ 7.
In Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 the iron nucleus was chosen as primary particle because
it generally produces showers with larger spread compared to light nuclei.
The smearing of shower cores is performed around the center of the detector
in the plane perpendicular to the shower direction. This procedure was chosen
according to [83] and it requires CORSIKA program running in the mode of
“volume detector”. Other option is to use default “flat” version of CORSIKA,
i.e. to assume flat detector and then smear showers in the horizontal plane.
It turned out during the analysis that the latter option changes the angular
dependency of final reconstructed events and makes the upper part of zenith
angular distributions incompatible with the data. For this reason the volume
CORSIKA is taken and the smearing is performed in the plane perpendicular to
the shower direction.
Also the influence of geomagnetic field was checked. The displacement of
hard muon component with respect to shower center due to different geomagnetic
rigidity is small compared to the radius of the smearing area. Only at smaller
energies (E ∼ 1013 eV ) the effect is of some relevance and it slightly influences
the predicted number of low multiplicity events (Nµ < 4) (DELPHI triggers
sufficiently only higher multiplicities).
During the shower smearing each shower was used 10× at energies E <
1016 eV . For higher energies the number of moves is 100. However, taking
100 moves and energy interval 1016− 3 1016 eV (simulation with iron nuclei) one
shower contributed to the whole multiplicity spectrum (Nµ > 3) on average 20×.
In the region of large multiplicities (Nµ > 40), which is dominated by primary
energies > 1016 eV , one shower contributes on average only once.
5.2.3 Rock overburden
The rock above the DELPHI detector is represented according to simplified
scheme shown in Fig. 3.1. The shape of the experimental cavern as well as
basic structures such as concrete wall and three access shafts are included.
As already mentioned the energy cut-off for muons penetrating ∼ 100 m of
DELPHI overburden is about 50 GeV . However, this value is not sharp and the
muon propagation was simulated using GEANT3 simulation. Fig. 5.7 shows the
low energy part of muon spectrum (energy given on the Earth surface) for iron
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induced showers with primary energies 3 1015−1016 eV (zenith 0◦−60◦). As seen
from Fig. 5.7 there are some muons with surface energy even less than 45 GeV .
It is demonstrated in Fig. 5.8 that these muons come from the access shafts in
the experimental cavern and the energy cutoff is thus significantly reduced in case
of these muons. However, the inclusion of the shafts to the geometry description
in GEANT simulation is not so important aspect since the probability of muon
to pass through the shaft is small. No increase of multi-muon events in the
direction pointing to one of the shafts has been observed in the data as well as
in the simulation. The effect of shafts is relevant only for single muon events.
/ GeV
Figure 5.7: Example of the low part of momenta distribution of detected
muons. The values on horizontal axis correspond to momenta on the Earth
surface. Picture was obtained from iron induced showers with primary energies
3 1015 − 1016 eV (zenith 0◦ − 60◦)
/ deg.φ
Figure 5.8: Example of the distribution of muon azimuthal angle. The content
of the histogram corresponds only to the low energy part (pµ < 45 GeV ) of Fig.
5.7. The left (right) peak corresponds to shaft marked PIT2 (PIT3) in Fig.3.1.
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More relevant for the simulation is the correct cylindrical shape of the ex-
perimental cavern. For example, when assuming the (incorrect) planar shape
of the cavern ceiling, the energy cut-off for inclined showers would be reduced.
The extremum is reached when the shower direction is perpendicular to the line
between Pit 1 and Pit 3 in Fig. 3.1. The additional energy loss in case of the
correct cylindrical cavern shape when compared to the planar approximation is
1 GeV at zenith angle θ = 30◦ and 5 GeV at θ = 60◦.
5.2.4 ECTANA reconstruction in HCAL
Finally, the simulated events are reconstructed in the same way as the real data,
i.e. using ECTANA reconstruction program. Because the muon tracks are recon-
structed in one spatial projection only (plane perpendicular to the LEP beams
- Appendix A), at high multiplicities some muons in HCAL overlap and conse-
quently the reconstructed multiplicity is smaller than the real one. This shad-
owing effect is demonstrated in Fig. 5.9 where the reconstructed multiplicity
is plotted as a function of the number of muons entering the calorimeter. The
shadowing effect requires detailed simulation of DELPHI HCAL. This was done
with the DELSIM simulation package. The MC simulations are compared with
the data in terms of reconstructed multiplicity, i.e. when the shadowing effect is
already taken into account.




The probabilities that the NREALMC multi-muon event is reconstructed as the
event with NRECµ muons are plotted in Appendix B. The distributions are given
for different values of NREALMC . The Gaussian parameterization of these distribu-
tions is satisfactory for each value of NREALMC .
5.2.5 TPC reconstruction
Contrary to HCAL the TPC reconstruction does not suffer from shadowing effect
and the number of reconstructed muons corresponds to the known number of
muons entering the TPC volume. Consequently it was not necessary to run
detailed reconstruction program DELANA (TPCANA) on the simulated events
and the reconstructed multiplicity was taken as a count of muons passing through
TPC.
5.3 Multiplicity distributions
The final simulated distributions of muon multiplicities depend necessarily on
the assumed energy spectrum of primary particles. For purpose of this section
the spectrum corresponding to the full line in Fig. 5.10 is taken (line labelled
as number 1). It represents upper limit of recent measurements and it assumes
spectrum energy dependence in the form:
dN/dE ∼ E−2.7 (E < 3 1015eV ) dN/dE ∼ E−3.0 (E > 3 1015eV )
As already explained, the multiplicity measurement in HCAL suffers from
shadowing effect which reduces the number of reconstructed tracks when com-
pared to the number of muons entering the calorimeter. Therefore only the
integrated multiplicity distributions are given. All events with given multiplicity
or higher contribute to the corresponding bin in the integrated distributions. Fig.
5.11 and Fig. 5.12 show the contributions of different energy intervals to the final
integrated multiplicity distribution. The histograms are calculated with protons
and iron nuclei as primary particles.
The result is of course limited by the size of MC samples. The statistical
errors are given. Influence of other uncertainties will be discussed in the next
chapter (Sec. 6.4).
The saturated events appear also in the simulation as well as in real data.
In case of iron primaries the total number of (re-weighted) saturated events is
3.3 ± 1.1. In case of primary protons the number of expected saturated events is
1.1 ± 0.4. These events were included in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 in the histogram
corresponding to energies 1016 eV − 1017 eV .
The simulated multiplicity distribution as measured in TPC is plotted in
Fig. 5.13 for both assumed types of primaries. In this figure it is required that
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Figure 5.10: Assumed fluxes compared to various measurements. The
picture is taken from [30] and modified. For references to different ex-
perimental points see Fig. 2.2. The squares close to line 1 correspond
to results of Haverah Park taken from [84] using the macro available at
http://astroparticle.uchicago.edu/announce.html. Fluxes are multiplied by E2.7.
the HCAL multiplicity is higher than 15, i.e. the same condition is applied as
in the real data analysis (see Sec. 4.6 and Fig. 4.10). It should be emphasized
that the size of TPC is about 7 m2 in the projection perpendicular to vertical
axis. Compared to 75 m2 of HCAL area the TPC is by a factor 10 smaller.
Therefore the absolute values of multiplicities are much reduced. For technical
reasons described in Sec. 4.6 the live time in case of TPC data is 1.2 106 s only.
The normalization of all distributions in Fig. 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 is absolute. It
is inferred from the flux (marked as 1) in Fig. 5.10 taking into account the total
data taking time and the size of the area where we smear the showers. The choice
of the particular flux 1 means that the distributions 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 describe the
upper limit of what can be measured at DELPHI.
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Figure 5.11: Contributions of different energy intervals to the final integral mul-
tiplicity distribution. Primary particles are proton nuclei. The energy intervals
E < 1014 eV significantly contribute only to multiplicities Nµ ≤ 3.
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Figure 5.12: Contributions of different energy intervals to the final integral
multiplicity distribution. Primary particles are iron nuclei.
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Figure 5.13: Multiplicities of events with more than 15 muons in hadron
calorimeter as measured in TPC. Predictions for protons and iron nuclei are
displayed. In case of protons, histograms of two most contributing energy ranges
1015 eV − 1016 eV , 1016 eV − 1017 eV are plotted as well.
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6 Results
The results predicted by CORSIKA with QGSJET model can be compared with
measurements of reconstructed multiplicity in HCAL and mean projected angle
from HCAL. The results obtained from TPC data are also compared with the
simulation.
6.1 HCAL multiplicity
The comparison of the predicted and measured multiplicity reconstructed from
HCAL is plotted in Fig. 6.1. Because of the shadowing effect the distributions
represent the integrated multiplicity. The assumed primary flux represents the
upper limit of various measurements and it corresponds to line 1 in Fig. 5.10.
From Fig. 6.1 it is clear that the data are compatible with the proton spectrum
in first several bins at low multiplicities. In the multiplicity range 10 − 20 the data
could be described as a mixture of light (proton) and heavy (iron) component
of primary cosmic rays. Higher multiplicities could be described only by the
extreme assumption that all primary particles are iron nuclei. At the highest
multiplicities even the MC prediction for iron nuclei is not sufficient to reproduce
the measurement.
The relative statistical errors induced by limited size of MC samples are larger
at the highest multiplicities. Ratio defined as the number of observed events
to the number of predicted events R = NDATA/N
IRON
MC equals 1.28 ± 0.18 for
Nµ ≥ 70 and 1.45 ± 0.23 for Nµ ≥ 80. The event excess in the data with
respect to prediction of iron nuclei is thus observed with the significance 1.6 σ
(Nµ ≥ 70) and 1.9 σ (Nµ ≥ 80). Data are clearly above the prediction for
protons starting already from low multiplicities Nµ > 7. At multiplicity Nµ > 20
the ratio R = NDATA/N
PROTON
MC gives the value 2.24 ± 0.17 corresponding to
the significance ∼ 7.4 σ.
On the other hand, the assumed flux in Fig. 6.1 is the very upper limit of
recent measurements. At lower fluxes the observed number of high multiplicity
events clearly exceeds the MC prediction for iron nuclei. The dependency of the
result on the assumed primary flux is discussed in Sec. 6.3.
6.2 Projected angle
The projected angle of observed tracks is defined in the DELPHI (x,y) plane
(Appendix A). It was shown in Fig. 4.6 that the distribution of projected angle
is similar to what one would expect from the work [81].
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Figure 6.1: Integrated multiplicity measured in HCAL together with the result
of MC simulation for iron and proton primary particles. Contributions of different
energy intervals in Figs. 5.11, 5.12 are summed up.
The distribution of the projected angle is compared with the MC simulation
for two event samples with Nµ ≥ 4 and Nµ ≥ 20 respectively. The first multiplic-
ity corresponds to the point in Fig. 6.1 where data can be described by proton
primaries only. Similarly the second multiplicity represents the region where the
MC simulation of iron nuclei almost coincides with the data. From Fig. 6.2
and 6.3 it is apparent that the data agree with the proper one of the two MC
predictions in the whole range of angles.
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Figure 6.2: Projected angle at Nµ ≥ 4 for iron simulation (squares), data (full
line) and proton simulation (diamonds).
Figure 6.3: Projected angle at Nµ ≥ 20 for iron simulation (squares), data (full
line) and proton simulation (diamonds).
6.3 Flux
The predicted multiplicity distributions of course depend on the assumed flux of
primary particles. Fig. 5.10 shows four lines corresponding to different assumed
fluxes. Lines 1, 2 and 3 have power law indices γ = 2.7 below the knee (Eknee =
3 1015 eV ) and γ = 3.0 above the knee. Assumption 1b is defined by exponents
γ = 2.6 below and γ = 3.05 above the knee. Line 1 corresponds to maximal
allowed flux which at low and high energies overestimates the measurements but
in the crucial part of energy spectrum it fits the upper limit of the experimental
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values. So far only this flux has been used in the analysis. In Fig. 6.4 it is plotted
the comparison between the data and three assumed fluxes 1, 2 and 3. The data
agree better with high flux in the energy region 1015 eV − 1016 eV , only with
this assumption the prediction for iron nuclei can approach the data points at
medium multiplicities. When using the other two assumptions 2 or 3, the data
disagree both with the proton and iron predictions already at lower multiplicities.
The choice of particular pair of power law indices of course influences the shape of
the predicted multiplicity spectrum1. However, these predictions should always
be within the red (blue) region defined by maximal and minimal assumption 1
and 3.
The general conclusion one can draw from Fig. 6.4 is that only extreme
combination of high assumed fluxes and heavy composition of cosmic particles
approaches the data. In the region of very high multiplicities Nµ ≥ 70 the data
are slightly above the prediction for iron nuclei even when the maximal flux 1
is assumed. Unfortunately, due to large statistical errors the significance in this
region is only on the level of 1.6 σ (Nµ ≥ 70) or 1.9 σ (Nµ ≥ 80). Already in
case of the flux 2 the ratio R = NDATA/N
IRON
MC reaches the value of 1.71± 0.24
(Nµ ≥ 70) corresponding to the disagreement on the level of about 3 σ.
Figure 6.4: Results of three assumed fluxes 1 (the highest results) , 2 (the
middle distributions) and 3 (the lowest curves). Both iron nuclei and proton
curves are plotted.





The result is influenced by various detector effects. Even if DELPHI apparatus
is simulated in details, the additional impact of cathode readout electronics is
taken into account in this Section.
When the muon track passes close (∼ 50 cm) to the readout boards between
the barrel parts of HCAL and end-caps, the electronic signal from streamer tubes
is stronger and it could propagate to subsequent electronic channel correspond-
ing to another nearby tube. This effect is called “cross-talk” and it could be
simulated within the ECTANA package as an alternative option. Faked hits are
effectively produced and if the number of such hits is high enough the widened
track can obscure more other tracks than normally or an artificial track could be
reconstructed close to the real one. The impact of this effect is demonstrated in
Fig. 6.5, where the simulations with and without the cross-talk are shown in case
of the energy interval E = 1016 − 1017 eV with iron nuclei as primary particles.
The results with and without the effect are strongly correlated, because the same
CORISKA/GEANT data are used in both cases. The important observation is,
however, that the results agree within the statistical errors. The impact of cross-
talk at low multiplicities, where the simulation statistics is better, is about 3%
with respect to the simulation without cross-talk option.
Figure 6.5: The predicted integrated spectrum of muon multiplicities at energy
interval 1016 eV − 1017 eV for iron primary particles. Two simulations with and
without cross-talk are compared.
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6.4.1 Uncertainty of the rock definition
Another uncertainty concerns the rock overburden. The densities of individual
rock layers were given in Sec. 3.1 (Fig. 3.1). The ±5% error of the rock density
is assumed. From point of view of our analysis the eventual overestimation of
the density is more serious as this could lead to decreased muon multiplicities.
Therefore the emphasis was put on −5% case. The impact of modified density
was studied and the results with changed density values were clearly consistent
with the default rock within the statistical errors.
The results for the energy interval 3 1016 eV − 1017 eV for rock density ρ′ =
0.95× ρ are presented in Fig. 6.6. The modified distribution and the default one
are again strongly correlated, because the same CORSIKA events are propagated
through different rocks. However, within the statistical errors the results are
consistent between each other also at the highest multiplicities.
Figure 6.6: The predicted integrated spectrum of muon multiplicities in case of
energy interval 3 1016 eV −1017 eV with iron primary particles. Two simulations
of different rock are given: standard rock as defined in Fig. 3.1 and results with
densities changed by −5%.
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6.5 Results from TPC
The muon multiplicity measured in TPC (Fig. 4.10) is compared to the prediction
of iron nuclei and protons in Fig. 6.7. The distributions are normalized with
respect to flux 1.
The data have tendency to be close to the iron prediction because only events
with HCAL multiplicity higher than 15 are analyzed. The occupancy at the
highest multiplicities are slightly above the prediction for iron nuclei.
Figure 6.7: The multiplicity spectrum measured in TPC. Predictions for the
flux 1 are given in case of proton and iron nuclei. More than 15 muons are
required in HCAL.
6.6 Modification of QGSJET parameters
The QGSJET model [2] developed by Kalmykov and Ostapchenko is widely used
in the community of astroparticle physicists. It was shown that this model best
describes the correlations between different components of atmospheric shower
[68]. As seen from previous parts of this chapter, even the QGSJET prediction
describes the observed muon multiplicity spectrum only with extreme assump-
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tions that starting from certain energy all cosmic primaries are iron nuclei and
the flux has to be assumed as high as possible. In Sec. 5.1 (Fig. 5.3, 5.4) it
was demonstrated that QGSJET predicts more high energy muons than DPM-
JET and SIBYLL - the other two models used frequently for shower simulations.
From this point of view we cannot expect that these models would help us to
improve the consistency between data and simulations. Due to this reason it was
suggested [85] not to check the multiplicity spectra predicted by other models
like SIBYLL but rather to study the impact of QGSJET internal parameters on
the produced multiplicity spectrum.
The work [86] deals with various modifications of QGSJET interaction param-
eters. It was found that certain changes of inelastic cross-section and elasticity
in the model can help to improve our understanding of the inconsistencies among
the results of various air shower experiments concerning the cosmic ray composi-
tion. In general, the experiments measuring particle distributions at ground level
give quite different results of mean logarithmic mass < ln A > (see Fig. 2.3)
compared to experiments measuring the longitudinal development of showers.
When decreasing the cross-section, the showers penetrate deeper into the at-
mosphere. Similar effect is caused by the reduction of inelasticity. The average
fraction of energy transfered to secondary particles is smaller in each interaction.
The leading particle carries away more energy, consequently the shower maximum
is reached deeper in the atmosphere.
Changing the model parameters the interpretation of data changes as well.
For a given shower with lower assumed inelastic cross-section (or higher elastic-
ity) the extracted mass of the cosmic primary (at a given energy) has to be larger.
Only in this way the shower maximum is created at the same height in the at-
mosphere. Consequently the estimated < ln A > increases. Better consistency
between measurements on the ground and estimates based on the longitudinal
shower profiles is thus obtained. Furthermore the work [86] stresses that the
(modified) results of individual experiments are consistent with phenomenolog-
ical poly gonato model [87] of cosmic ray composition. The best consistency
between the phenomenological model and re-calculated < ln A > was found for
modification marked 3a in [86].
Concerning the measurements on the ground the number of produced muons
and electrons also changes when modifying original parameters. The decrease of
cross-section and increase of elasticity lead to increase of the average number of
observed muons as shown in [86]. The modification 3a induces ∼ 15% gain in
the number of muons (with the energy threshold Eµ > 100 MeV ) with respect
to QGSJET. The unique data allow us to test further the implications of the
changed parameters on high energy muon component of the showers. The model




The inelastic cross-sections in the model 3a were reduced by reducing the mini-
jet contribution. Changing this parameter the pseudo-rapidity was also influenced
and another parameter was adjusted to match the measured pseudo-rapidity dis-
tribution from TEVATRON. Similarly the average transverse momentum < pt >
is also affected and it was again re-adjusted to match the measurements. More-
over the elasticity of the most energetic particle in π-nucleus collisions has been
additionally increased by ∼ 10% relatively to what one would obtain by reduction
of minijets only. For details we refer to [86].
The changed inelastic pp cross-sections in the modification 3a are compared to
QGSJET in Tab. 6.1 and Fig. 6.8 as a function of laboratory energy. The exper-
imental points in Fig. 6.8 correspond to values obtained from three TEVATRON
experiments as a difference between the total measured cross-sections (CDF [88],
E-710 [89], E-811 [90]) and the cross-sections in the elastic channel (CDF [91],
E-710 [92], E-811 [90]). The model 3a corresponds to about 1 σ deviation from
what is measured by E-711 and E-811.
energy QGSJET model 3a












Table 6.1: The inelastic pp cross-section in QGSJET and the modification 3a
from [86]
Fig. 6.9 shows the lateral distribution functions generated by QGSJET and
the modification 3a in case of two energies (1015 eV, 1016 eV ) and iron nuclei
as primary particles. It is demonstrated that the modification 3a produces more
muons when compared to QGSJET. Close to the shower core the average amount




































Figure 6.8: The inelastic pp cross-section in QGSJET and modification 3a as a
function of laboratory energy. TEVATRON measurements of pp¯ inelastic cross-
section by three experiments CDF, E-710, E-811 are given. The picture was taken
from [86].
6.6.1 Results with modified parameters of QGSJET
The final comparison of data with the predicted multiplicity spectra in the case
of QGSJET and the model with modified parameters is plotted in Fig. 6.10. The
normalization of all simulated predictions is done according to the flux 1 in Fig.
5.10, i.e. to the highest assumed flux. The latest version of CORSIKA (ver 6.031
from February 2004) was used in case of the model 3a.
It is clear that the modification adds to the prediction of QGSJET about
10% events spread in the whole range of multiplicities. The relative gain in the
number of events is a bit larger in case of protons than in case of iron nuclei.
The model 3a enlarges the region where the data are between the proton and
iron predictions. Using QGSJET, the data reach the iron prediction at multiplic-
ity ∼ 20. With the model 3a the data are consistent with the mixture of light
and heavy component up to the multiplicity ∼ 70 ( the ratio R = NDATA/N
IRON
MC
equals 1.14 ± 0.15 at Nµ ≥ 70 ). Slight event excess in data compared to pre-
diction of iron nuclei is still apparent at the highest multiplicities, however, now
with smaller significance (for Nµ ≥ 80, R = 1.36± 0.21 corresponding to ∼ 1.7 σ
effect). Consequently, the results with modified parameters are more consistent
with the underground muon data.
In first two bins the number of predicted events (in proton case) is now higher
than data. Taking the flux assumption 2 the number of events in first bins
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Figure 6.9: Muon lateral distribution function of vertical showers 100 m un-
derground in case of iron primaries at two energies 1015 , 1016 eV . Results of
QGSJET are compared with the modification 3a from [86].
becomes compatible with the data. Similar effect is obtained by modification of
the first power law index from γ = 2.7 to γ = 2.6, e.g. according to flux marked
1b in Fig. 5.10. The result with the assumption 1b is plotted in Fig. 6.11.
More realistic flux 1b is smaller than the flux 1 at all assumed energies. Conse-
quently, the number of predicted events in case of 1b is smaller than the prediction
of the flux 1 in the whole range of multiplicities.
When testing the model 3a with flux 1b, the data reach the iron prediction
at multiplicity Nµ ∼ 50. The ratio R = NDATA/N
IRON
MC equals 1.24 ± 0.17 at
Nµ ≥ 70 (R = 1.49± 0.23 Nµ ≥ 80). The significance of the event excess in data




Figure 6.10: The integral multiplicity distribution for QGSJET and modifica-
tion 3a compared to data. Flux 1 is assumed.
Figure 6.11: The integral multiplicity distribution for the modification 3a com-
pared to data. Flux 1b is assumed.
6.7 Results of other LEP experiments
Qualitatively similar results are obtained from another LEP experiment COSMO-
ALEPH. Large TPC with the detection area of about 16 m2 was used in this
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experiment to reconstruct multi-muon bundles. They estimated the muon mul-
tiplicity distribution of measured events and compared it to the prediction of
CORSIKA/QGSJET. In the simulation the muon energy cut-off ECUT was as-
sumed to depend on the zenith angle θ as ECUT = 70 GeV/cosθ. The value
70 GeV corresponds to the energy cut-off for vertical muons and it was estimated
using the known underground location of the experiment (140 m below the Earth
surface). All muons with direction pointing to the TPC volume and with energy
higher than ECUT were assumed to be detected and reconstructed.
Similarly to DELPHI, COSMO-ALEPH group [81] also observed the tran-
sition from light to heavy component with increasing energy. At the highest
multiplicities they found indication of event excess in the data when compared
to the prediction of iron nuclei. However, the observed excess suffered from low
statistics (data are ∼ 5 events above the prediction for iron nuclei). The medium
multiplicities were consistent with reasonable mixture of iron and proton, see Fig.
6.12.
Another LEP experiment, L3+C precisely measured the spectrum of muon
momenta in the energy range 20 GeV − 2 TeV using reconstruction of track
curvature in muon chambers [93]. They were also able to reconstruct multi-muon
events up to the multiplicity ∼ 30. It was found that the dominance of heavy
ions (iron) would be necessary to describe their data. Pure iron composition was
consistent with the data in almost whole range of multiplicities [94, 95]. Their
results are displayed in Fig. 6.13 separated into bins representing showers with
different electromagnetic size. The electromagnetic component was measured by
array of scintilator counters situated on the Earth surface above L3. The extreme
assumption that almost all primary particles are heavy nuclei was necessary not
only in case of QGSJET model but naturally also for other models used (SIBYLL,
VENUS, NEXUS).
The multi-muon events have been analyzed also in other L3+C analysis [96].
It was found that the absolute rate of multi-muon events cannot be explained by
CORSIKA/QGSJET. To study well reconstructed low multiplicity events authors
of [96] define the event selection criteria:
Nµ(Eµ ≥ 100 GeV ) ≥ 5, 6 ≤ Nµ ≤ 14 . (6.1)
The assumed flux was derived from direct measurements of JACEE and RUN-
JOB. The mixture of primary composition of p, He, medium mass nuclei and
Fe was simulated with the ratios 2 : 2 : 1 : 1. With these assumptions COR-
SIKA/QGSJET underestimates production of selected events by at least 50%.
The energy range most relevant to the selection defined in Eq. 6.1 is the in-
terval 1014 − 1015 eV . Here the expected flux of direct measurements is closer to
line 2 than to other two fluxes 1 and 3 in Fig. 5.10. Taking the same flux assump-
tion in our analysis the medium parts of the uncertainty regions in Fig. 6.4 are
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Figure 6.12: The integral multiplicity distribution as measured at ALEPH com-
pared to prediction of QGSJET model [81]. The plot is obtained with agreement
of COSMO-ALEPH collaboration from [81] by adding their muon multiplicity
distributions for zenith angles θ < 30◦ and 30◦ < θ < 60◦.
relevant. In this case the disagreement between the data and the predicted event
intensities are apparent already at low multiplicities, similarly to the discussed
result of L3+C.
It is difficult to make direct comparison of individual analyses of LEP exper-
iments DELPHI, ALEPH and L3+C. The experiments differ by the used mea-
surement technique, by the size of detection area and also by the thickness of
overburden (L3 - 30 m, DELPHI - 100 m and ALEPH - 140 m). However, all of
them deal with similar problems when comparing the amount of observed multi-
muon events with the MC simulations based on CORSIKA/QGSJET. Moreover
the choice of the other models (DPMJET, SIBYLL, VENUS) does not improve
the consistency. In case of the analysis [96] the data were compatible with the
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model COMUGEN [97]. However, this model has been developed in particular
for purpose of L3+C and it has not been used by any other experiment.
4.5<Log(size)<4.75





























Figure 6.13: L3+C results. The multiplicity distributions in bins of different




6.8 Summary and Discussion
The simulations based on CORSIKA package were performed in order to compare
measured and simulated multiplicity distributions. QGSJET [2] was chosen as
the input model to describe high energy interactions of hadrons. We have two
main motivations for this choice of model. First, it is probably the most common
model and second, it is claimed [68] that it describes best various correlations
between different shower components.
It was found that the data could be understood only with extremal assumption
that above certain multiplicity (energy) most of the primary cosmic particles have
to be very heavy. The agreement between Monte Carlo and data depends strongly
on the assumed flux. However, even the assumption of high flux (at the very
upper limit of measurements) and heavy primary composition hardly describes
the upper part of multiplicity spectrum.
The result is more likely connected with inefficiencies of high energy interac-
tion models than with dramatic change of the composition of cosmic rays.
Since other models DPMJET and SIBYLL predict high multiplicity events
less frequently when compared to QGSJET, it cannot be expected that the full
simulation with these models would give more satisfactory result2. We have
therefore tested the modification of QGSJET internal parameters (according to
[85] with model 3a from [86]), because it was found that it produces showers with
larger muon content [86].
The results with modification 3a enlarge the region where the data are between
the prediction for protons and iron nuclei. The consistency with the data is thus
in this case better. At small multiplicities the data prefer lower flux of primary
particles compared to the results obtained with QGSJET. More realistic flux
1b is compatible with direct measurements (JACEE, etc.) and it is sufficient
to produce enough low multiplicity events initiated by proton primary particles.
At high multiplicities, flux 1b naturally gives smaller number of events when
compared to flux 1. However, the model 3a with flux 1b still produces more high
and medium multiplicity events than QGSJET with flux 1.
The large computing power necessary to simulate atmospheric showers with-
out thinning is the biggest limitation of this work. Because of this reason the
full simulation is performed only for two primary particle types and only with
two MC schemes. The size of the simulated data samples is of course not ideal,
however, it is sufficient to draw the above-mentioned conclusions.
It should be mentioned that the data depend not only on the high energy
interaction model, but the low energy model GHEISHA is also of some relevance.
Alternative replacements by FLUKA or URQMD were not studied because of




limited computer power. The low energy model of hadron-hadron interactions
is used only if the CMS energy available for generation of secondary particles
drops below 12 GeV . This value corresponds to laboratory energy of about
80 GeV . Some observed 50 GeV muons could be thus created in decays of mesons
produced according to low energy model. However, most of the observed muons
originate from mesons created in collisions with energy 10−100 times larger than
the muon energy [99]. In our case the most relevant collisions are those with
laboratory energy 500− 5000 GeV , i.e. collisions already described by QGSJET.
Consequently the impact of the low energy model on the presented analysis can
be neglected.
The work suffers from experimental limitations as well. The size of the de-
tector is rather small and it corresponds to just a fraction of the shower size.
Therefore, the only information we measure is in fact the local muon density
in particular place of the shower. Much better analysis would be possible with
larger detector device. The detector array on the ground would also improve the
analysis since it would measure electromagnetic properties of the showers which
could be then compared with their muon content (e.g. L3+C results). Although
there were some attempts to build experiment with large surface and underground
array at CERN [56] the idea was not realized. Another experiment devoted to
multi-muons is however under construction in Center for Underground Physics
in Pyha¨lmi mine [100] in Finland.
The estimates of the mass composition of cosmic rays with the energy higher
than 1014 eV still suffer from many uncertainties. The important source of this
uncertainties originates from models describing the high energy interactions of
hadrons. Not only results of individual experiments are inconsistent between each
other, but also various measurements of one experiment depend on the particular
model used.
However, there is a hope that the situation will improve in following years.
The accelerator data relevant to cosmic ray physics at the knee energies become
available from TEVATRON. In few years even more data will come from the LHC
accelerator, where the forward physics (crucial for the cosmic ray experiments)
will be studied. In particular TOTEM experiment devoted to measurement of
elastic cross-section will provide us some important input. All this information
will be used to tune the interaction models. Together with cosmic ray experiments
the accelerator measurements will hopefully clarify the uncertainties of the models




The DELPHI detector has been used to study cosmic ray events detected in the
apparatus as multi-muon bundles. The main sub-detector used in this analysis
was hadron calorimeter with its cathode readout. Additional information was
obtained also from time projection chamber, however, only fraction of the events
could be analyzed. The important steps towards the detection of multi-muon
bundles were i) the construction of cathode readout in the hadron calorimeter in
1996 − 1997 and ii) the implementation of DELPHI cosmic trigger in the year
1998. The selected data correspond to 1.6 106 s of the live time during the years
1999 and 2000.
The muon multiplicity distributions of cosmic ray events were estimated from
hadron calorimeter and time projection chamber. The aim of the work was to
compare the measured distributions with the predictions of Monte Carlo simula-
tions.
Standard simulation tool CORSIKA [1] with QGSJET [2] model of hadron-
hadron collisions was used to simulate cosmic ray showers in the atmosphere. The
muon transport through the rock above DELPHI as well as the detector response
were simulated in details. Two extremal cases of hadron primary particles were
investigated in the work, p and Fe. They represent the lightest (p) and the heav-
iest (Fe) component of primary cosmic rays. The measured muon multiplicity
distribution should be between these two extremal predictions.
The result of simulation necessarily depends on the assumed energy spectrum
of primary cosmic rays. Several possible spectra were investigated. Assuming
flux 1 (Fig. 5.10 - very upper limit of measurements) the number of observed
events is compatible with the proton prediction at low multiplicities NHCALµ < 6.
Up to the multiplicity ∼ 20 the data could be described as a mixture of light
(proton) and heavy (iron) component of primary cosmic rays. At medium muon
multiplicities the MC simulation with pure iron nuclei as primary particles is
needed to obtain number of events comparable with the data. In the region of
the highest muon multiplicities the number of events in the data is above both
predictions of proton and iron primary particles. It is likely that the problems
originate in the interaction model which underestimates production of multi-
muons.
It was found that the modification of QGSJET parameters (model 3a from
[86]) improves the consistency of the simulation with the data. This modification
decreases the inelastic cross-sections and increases the elasticity of hadron colli-
sions as described in Sec. 6.6. Assuming the same flux (no. 1 in Fig. 5.10) like
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in the case of QGSJET, the simulation with model 3a and iron nuclei as primary
particles still predicts smaller number of events compared to the data but now
only in the region of very high multiplicities and with smaller significance (effect
on the level of ∼ 1.7 σ at NHCALµ ≥ 80). The number of events at low muon mul-
tiplicities in case of proton primaries is now larger than in the data. Smaller and
more realistic flux 1b predicts the number of low multiplicity events consistent
with the data. On the other hand, it produces also smaller number of high mul-
tiplicity events. Consequently, the significance of the excess of high multiplicity
events in the data with respect to the prediction of iron nuclei increases (∼ 2.0 σ
at NHCALµ ≥ 80). However, the model 3a with flux 1b still produces more events
at high and medium multiplicities than QGSJET with flux 1.
The interpretation of data from cosmic ray experiments has to deal with many
uncertainties. In case of fluoresce and Cˇerenkov technique the most important
aspects are the unknown properties of atmosphere and impact of the used hadron
interaction model. Surface detectors study only the information in one particu-
lar place of the atmospheric shower. Interpretation of their data is completely
dependent on the models of the shower propagation, including the modeling of
high energy hadron collisions.
The underground experiments detect deeply penetrating muon component.
Depending on the underground location, muons created in the upper atmosphere
are selected and in fact the properties of several first interactions are studied.
Within this context the underground data from medium-depth cosmic ray exper-
iments provide new handle to test the models of high energy hadron interactions.
The aim of this analysis is not to quantify the excess of muons in the data
with respect to simulation. It is in fact not possible with the current knowledge of
cosmic ray composition and flux. However, the data clearly show that the models
underestimate production of high energy muons (at Eµ > 50 GeV ) measured in
multi-muon bundles. Our measurement shows similar effect as ALEPH or L3+C
analyses.
Interpretations of measurements obtained from indirect cosmic ray experi-
ments rely on the underlying models of hadron-hadron interactions. Especially
the estimates of cosmic ray composition still suffer from the inconsistencies caused
by the models. Improvements in description of hadron-hadron collisions and tun-
ings to new precise measurements of the forward particle production at corre-
sponding energies are needed to improve our understanding of cosmic rays in the
knee region and above. In this sense, future experiments at LHC could signifi-
cantly influence also the cosmic ray physics. However, the accelerator experiments
can hardly investigate the very forward region of interactions. From this point of
view, the underground experiments can provide complementary data.
Currently there is no large detector device at the medium depth underground
dedicated to cosmic rays, which would provide precise measurements. In this
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sense, results of LEP experiments are very useful, even if these detectors are
rather small and they were not originally designed for cosmic ray physics.
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